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In this document the candidate works on some points to develop of
two projects of robotic tele-echography inside the Prisme Laboratory.
This last one is a laboratory of research situated in France, in the city
of Bourges, one of the four campuses of University of Orleans. These
two projects, that will be described in the next chapters, are centred
on remote tele-echography: with use of one haptic probe the medical
expert can control the end effector of robot manipulator to execute
the echography from/to any place. In this project many people in-
volved composed a large team. In this thesis the candidate has done
a study centred on the haptic probe performing some simulations
and developping parts of the system. This document is divided in
the following points:
• After a introduction of the system, the ﬁrst chapter will show
the drawing of the haptic probe with the software "Blender", a
software open source to the modeling of object in 3D. These
model will be used, as speciﬁed in the next point, to develop
the graphic user interface.
• In the second chapter, we will talk about the design of the
graphic user interface with the software Qt, a Nokia software
open source used to design the graphic interface. This interface
allows the expert engineer to set up and to execute the tests on
the system; moreover allowing the medical expert that executes
the echography to have better information for his diagnosis.
• In the third part there will be a electrical and mechanical model
of the haptic probe built with the tool of the software Matlab
"Simulink". With this model was used to performed several
simulations to verify the functionality of the model and the best
conﬁguration was searched to size the system in order to obtain
minimum response times.
• The fourth chapter will describe two events in which the candi-
date has participated: the ﬁrst one is "Wortex 2012", the event
created with the collaboration of different universities to test
and advertise the robotized teleoperated system; and "Bibe 2012",
a IEEE conference that will be hold in Cyprus in November 2012;
the laboratory Prisme will participate to the conference with the
article on the work done by the candidate and two other people.
The candidate is one of the authors of the article.
• The last chapter give the conclusions of the work and future
proposals to be developed for the project.
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INTRODUCTION
This work is centred on the robot PROSIT and on the robot PROTECH
which are utilized to execute tele echographies. These platform are
divided in three main stations: the control point where the medi-
cal expert is, the remote robotic station where the patient is and the
communication system to change data between the two stations. The
ﬁrst work in this document is centred on the graphic user interface
of the robot: to execute the echography the medical expert needs a
graphic interface to start and initialize the system, select the image
of ecography and, when he has ﬁnished his telediagnosis, shut down
the system . All these things have to be the more easy possible to
drive the medical expert to do a echography without to ﬁnd obsta-
cles. The work is born to give to expert a new important function of
the graphic interface: when the expert pilot his probe he can see on
the graphic interface a model 3D of the probe that follows exactly the
real movement of the probe and, moreover, he can see also a model
3D of the end-effector of the robot and he can compare the move-
ment of his probe and the movement of the end-effector directly on
his graphic interface to have an idea of how the ecography is going .
The after work performed by the candidate is a study of the electrical
and mechanical model of the haptic probe: after a mechanical study
of the forces acting on the system, have been written the dynamics
equations to have a direct and inverse model. In this model has been
designed also a current loop in the motor in order to deliver the right
power that will go to make feel the interaction between the robot
manipulator and the environment at the medical. Moreover, after
validation tests of the model, was also searched the optimal dimen-
sioning of the system so that, under suitable assumptions, decrease
response times. Another goal of this work is to describe syntheti-
cally the various tests that have been done with other countries to
test the robot PROTECH. Particularly, the countries friends for these
tests are Cyprus, Peru and Usa. We will describe how it function the
program to draw in 3D the haptic probe and the end-effector of the
robot, the program utilized to design the graphic user interface with
all the problems that it meets during the project of these things and a
little chapter that talks about the tests.
1.1 the echography
The echography is the medical imaging noninvasive technique that
utilizes ultrasounds wave to view internal parts of the body. Ultra-
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sound is used in many medical applications such as cardiac, abdom-
inal investigations and obstetrics. It is also used for the application
of minimally invasive surgery to guide the surgeon when inserting
the needle and also can be used to evaluate any injury or bleeding
of some internal organ after an accident. The ultrasound principle is
based on the propagation and reﬂection of ultrasound waves in the
biological tissues. The ultrasonic probe, placed in contact with the
skin of the patient and near the anatomic region analized by the ex-
pert emits ultrasonic waves that propagate on the whole body of the
patient. When the ultrasound wave enter in contact with the body
tissues, they diffuse or reﬂect generation echoes that are collected by
the ultrasound probe. The ultrasound image is represented in greys
scale levels which report a difference in the acoustical impedance(and
echogenich) of the various tissue hit by ultrasounds wave. Fluids like
blood or mucus make weaks echos, they appear more or less homo-
geneous in grey scale levels. The solid structure, e.g. the bones, are
very echogenic structure and appear in bright white levels in the im-
age (with the exception of the cranium that it is many thin and less
echogenic). The softs tissues that are more or less echogenic, they
appear with different greys levels depending on their nature. The
air and the gas have hyperechoic properties, like the bones, and they
seem very whites. During the echography exam, the medical expert
applies a gel on the area of body that want observe. This gel acts
as an interface avoiding the presence of the air between the probe
and the skin, reducing the impedance mismatch. This technique has
many advantages:
• The use of ultrasound is practically harmless, it is the only tech-
nique to have an image of the fetus with a good safety. There is
no allergy or contraindication for this exam.
• It is painless for the patient, without anesthesia or hospitaliza-
tion. It can be repeated without problems.
• The echography is an imaging technique inexpensive. Requires
only a probe and the price of consumables can be negligible.
The exam is executed by a specialist.
• The ultrasound system is mobile, capable of achieving the same
examination of a patient bed, for example, in an intensive care
unit.
• If the echography is executed by a medic, the result is immedi-
ate and it may require a second opinion for unusual pathologi-
cal cases.
However, the examination, and therefore its results, is expert depen-
dent. Measurements and image quality are highly dependent on the
position of the probe and anatomical knowledge possessed by the1.2 the telechography 3
expert. The diagnosis quality depends largely on the skill and com-
petence of the doctor performing the ultrasound. The expert makes a
mental reconstruction of the organ that is observed from ultrasound
images, the inclination of the probe and its own anatomical knowl-
edge. Given the little difference of gray levels between organs, it is
impossible to do this unless there is a reconstruction of the informa-
tion described above. This notion of expert-dependency is the main
reason for the development of tele-echography robot with the goal to
extend the gesture of the expert from a distance.
1.2 the telechography
A tele-echography is an echography exam where the patient and the
medical expert are in two different sites. Since 1990, the tele echog-
raphy systems have evolved gradually from non-robotic systems to
robotic systems, built by industrial robots to dedicated robotic sys-
tems. An assistant is next to the patient and he participates in opera-
tions to position the robot (in the case of tele-echography). The medi-
cal expert consults on its screen the patient’s echography images from
the site and makes his diagnosis. The ﬁrst types of tele-echographies
were not-robotized: these systems permitted the transmission of the
echography images between two remote sites. The echography im-
ages were acquired by a nurse or by a paramedical driven by the
medical expert through a video conference system; then image are
sent to remote site for a diagnosis by experts. However, the expert-
dependency concept make it difﬁcult for the expert to work during
the post-elaboration of the image because he doesn’t know initially
the probe position and this factor inﬂuences the quality of diagnosis.
Another type of this technique consists in instrumented probe, allow-
ing the acquisition and recovery of data in 3D in volumetric organs.
A medical expert executes a scan of the surface to be examined and
with instrumented probe without the help of the remote expert. The
3D data of the patient are sent to the medical expert that, with use
of the virtual probe, he consults and he analyzes the 3D data ofﬂine
through a dedicated software interface. The time delays are not a de-
terminant factor in this type of system, they can be of several minutes
for the data to be sent. The next step has been the tele-echography
that is called robotized tele-echography utilizing a probe holder robot
that allows of reproduce the movements of expert maintaining the
probe in contact with the patient’s skin. There are many systems of
tele-echography robots, dedicated or less to a domain of application.
Some robots are mobile, ie the mobility of system is deﬁned like its
capacity to be moved to an operating site while other ones are too
heavy or cumbersome to be moved.4 introduction
1.3 the system of tele-ecography prosit and protech
The PROSIT project[1](Robotics Platform for the interactive system in
Tele-echography) was ﬁnanced in 2008 by the National Agency of Re-
search(ANR CONTINT 2008) and considered by the PRISME labora-
tory. The goals are to develop differents platforms of tele-echography
robotic and to provide a force feedback to the expert level. Moreover,
this system integrates different algorithms of visual tracking based on
the ultrasound images with differents control modes(Remotely Oper-
ated or autonomous). The robot Prosit1, shown in ﬁg.1, is a serial
structure with 4 degrees of freedom; it is a spherical wrist with inter-
secting axes with an inclination feature as the ﬁrst axis for extracting a
singular conﬁguration out of the workspace, and an axis allowing the
translation of the probe along its axis so as to maintain the ultrasound
probe into contact with the patient’s body. This axis is equipped with
a force sensor for controlling the contact force between the probe and
the patient’s body and to provide force feedback at the medical ex-
pert. The robot Prosit2, shown in ﬁg.2, is a parallel structure. This
robot has 5 degrees of freedom. In series, there is a horizontal transla-
tion, the orientation of the probe axis with the two arms, the rotation
of the probe and the translation according to probe axis. Therefore,
this robot has 3 degrees of freedom for the orientation and twos for
translation. The robot Protech is a robot with 5 dof. This kinemat-
Figure 1: The robot Prosit 1
ics structure is a non-redundant robot with 5 dof: the ﬁrst module
allows to compensate the position error of the robot; the second mod-
ule allows to orientate the end effector of the robot, and therefore the
ultrasound probe; his role is to control the action of the expert. The1.3 the system of tele-ecography prosit and protech 5
Figure 2: The robot Prosit 2
third module manages the force applied on the patient’s skin. This
robot is shown in the ﬁg.3.
Figure 3: The robot Protech
1.3.1 The overall architecture
The robot architecture is composed from three different subsets:
1. The expert station, where the expert commands the remote robot.
2. The patient station, where the robot is positioned by an assistant
but it is maintained on the patient’s body.6 introduction
3. The line of communication allows the transfer of data from the
expert station to patient station and viceversa.
Figure 4: The general scheme of telechography global robotized
1.3.1.1 The expert site
The expert station is the site where the medical expert is. This site is
composed of:
1. A video conference system allows the medical specialist to drive
the assistant in the positioning of robot, to converse with the
patient and to receive the ultrasound image. The expert drives
the assistant to position the robot in the interesting part of the
patient’s body.
2. An input instrument called the ﬁctive probe allows to control
the robot in the patient’s site. This probe looks like real ul-
trasound probe, it records the medical expert’s movements in
order to they are reproduced from end effector of robot on the
patient’s site. This probe can be: passive, it can record only the
expert’s movements; pseudo-haptic, it has a spring to simulate
the rigidity of the patient’s body; fully-haptic, the probe is ac-
tioned from a motor to render the efforts equal to the efforts
generated by the ultrasound probe on the patient’s skin. The
type of probe is shown in the ﬁg.5.
3. A graphic user interface allows the connection the ﬁctive probe
with the remote robot and it offers different functions; for ex-
ample when the expert ﬁnds a interesting point, he can chose
to block the robot in the current position and poses his probe to
study more precisely the ultrasound image; furthermore, some
interface allow to reposition the end-effector of robot in the ini-
tial position when he decides to study a different organ.
During the echographic exam, the medical expert based on the echo-
graphic images that visualizes with the help of the videoconference1.3 the system of tele-ecography prosit and protech 7
(a) The passive probe. (b) The pseudo-haptic
probe.
(c) The haptic probe.
Figure 5: The various type of probes
system, the haptic feedback provided by the sensor (when permitted)
and knowledge of the target organ for moving the probe ﬁctitious to
change the positioning of the probe effect on the patient’s body.
1.3.1.2 The patient site
The patient site is the place where the robot holds the real bring probe,
with the its interfaces of control, the ultrasound device, the videocon-
ferencing system, the medical assistant and the patient. The robot is
the central element of the patient site, it produces all the movements
of the expert and orients the probe on the patient’s body, performing
the echographic exam. After the prototype, the robot can be endowed
of a force sensor to measure the force exerted by the ultrasound probe
on the patient’s skin, this information is sent to expert site for the elab-
oration of the diagnosis. The echographic images are sent to expert
site through the videoconferency system. A medical assistant stands
next to the patient during the tele-echography exam. He takes care to
position the patient, to apply the echographic gel on the area of inter-
est, to position the robot and he follows the instructions of medical
expert, and he has to ensure a good contact between the robot and
the patient’s skin.
1.3.1.3 The communication line
The expert site and the patient site can interact through a commu-
nication link. The tele-echography system are not limited to a only
type of communication connection. If need, it can use the networks
line LAN (Local Area Network) or WLAN (Wireless LAN) in the case8 introduction
of local tele-echography, Internet or ISDN(Integrates Services Digital
Network) like the remote part of tele-echography, or the 3G networks
or satellite systems for the mobile tele-echography systems. However,
whatever is the kind of network, the exchange data between the two
sites are numerous. These data exchange generates ﬂuxes like:
1. A bidirectional audio-video ﬂux utilized for the video confer-
ence between the expert and the patient.
2. A ﬂux from the expert site to patient site for the transmission of
commands to robot in order to reproduce the expert’s action.
3. A ﬂux from the patient site to expert site to return the proprio-
ceptive sensor data of the robot (real position of the probe), and
the return of the force sensor that allows the force feedback to
the medical expert.
1.4 the haptic device
Position/Velocity and force information are exchanged between the
user and the device. A haptic system is mainly composed by three dif-
ferent elements: the human operator, the haptic device, the controller
of the device. In detail:
1. The human operator interacts with the patient’s site handing
the haptic device and receiving force feedback and, eventually,
visual feedback from it; he is the ﬁnal user of the whole system
and everything is built in strictly accordance to the tasks he has
to carry out.
2. The haptic device; main property of haptic device is transparency,
that is his capability of good rendering of the reality being re-
produced.
3. The controller is in charge of linking, in some way, the hap-
tic device and the patient’s site since it applies the force and
the torques computed via simulation of device, it sends the ex-
changed interaction with the user to the simulator and, basically,
it is responsible of the correct perception of the user. The con-
trol of the force applied to device is a crucial part of the scheme,
since it has to let such a device follow the software simulation
of the virtual reality to be implemented and so let the user per-
ceive correctly the virtual environment.
In the next chapter it will be take in consideration the two haptic
probes designed and used for the project Prosit.1.5 the constraints of the system 9
1.5 the constraints of the system
There are many type of constraints: the mains are the mechanical
constraints and the system constraints.
1.5.1 Mechanical constraints of the probe in the robot’s site
Numerous meetings with medical experts on the characterization
of the gesture of the medical expert for an ultrasound examination,
helped deﬁne the main characteristics of the movement to be per-
formed by the robot probe holder to reproduce the actions of the
medical expert to distance. These characteristics have led to the de-
velopment of the following speciﬁcations:
• The robot probe holder must be compact and lightweight to be
placed on the patient’s body without that the latter feels uncom-
fort, and be easily transportable in the site of intervention and
easily manipulated during the examination ultrasound.
• The robot must be able to perform different types of ultrasound
probes, but the shape of the ultrasound probe depends on the
desired examination. To satisfy this constraint, the end-effector
of the robot (mechanical part which contains the probe) must be
sufﬁciently ﬂexible to be able to accept these types of ultrasound
probe.
• To follow the actions of the medical expert the end-effector of
the robot must perform a spherical motion around a point of
contact of the probe / skin and must maintain this contact dur-
ing the examination. The effector must, in his work area, access
to all the guidelines imposed by the expert, and must be able to
perform a rotation around its axis of symmetry of at least one
turn. The minimum angle that the probe must reach compared
to normal skin is 35°. However, the maximum inclination that
the robot should reach is 60°inclination; she is considered more
than adequate.
• Moving the point of contact probe / skin is not required for or-
gan research. This change can be offset by a repositioning of the
robot, made by the assistant on the body of the patient. How-
ever, if the robot makes it possible to move the point of contact
probe / skin in a circular area 25 mm radius, a maximum in-
clination the axis of the probe 35° is then sufﬁcient to drive the
ultrasound act.
• The sensor must be able to move along its axis of symmetry,
to maintain a good contact probe / skin to achieve good ultra-
sound images. The amplitude of this movement is limited to 4010 introduction
mm for safety reasons. In addition, the maximum permissible
force bearing on the skin of the patient is about 20N.
• The maximum permissible speed for a displacement of the probe
are:
1. The maximum linear velocity of the point contact probe /
skin is 30mm
s ;
2. The maximum angular speed of displacement of the probe
is 1rad
s ;
• This allows to set speciﬁc constraints to meet the mechanical
architecture of the robotic probe holder. However, this speciﬁca-
tion describes only the ones mechanical, the use of this robot in
a teleoperation system involves the constraints of new commu-
nication links. These additional constraints are deﬁned in the
next paragraph.
1.5.2 Constraints of teleoperations system
The requirements imposed previously allow to deﬁne the mechan-
icals architecture of the robot. For the remote command there are
new constraints. The use of communication link between the expert
site and the patient site can cause delays in the transmission and the
possible loses of data that can alter the control of robot. These delay
times, depend the kind of network utilized, vary from some tens of
milliseconds for the fast networks(LAN o WLAN) to more of one sec-
ond for the slow networks(3G or satellite). The expert can adjust the
control of robot when the delay times are ﬁx, however, he becomes
unable to take into account variations of the delay. These variations
can generate instability in the behaviour of the robotic system and
therefore the deterioration of the trajectory generated by the medical
expert. The medical use of the robot brings another constraint: the
mechatronic system have to preserve the patient safety. Unlike the
control of the velocity normally apply to the robot for the teleoper-
ation , it’s preferable to control the position of the robot. In case of
an interruption of the communication connection or in case of lost
data, the effector of the robot remain in the last received position in-
formation avoiding unwanted behaviour. Ie, it need that the probe
transported on the robot reproduces perfectly the trajectory imposed
from the medical expert manipulating the ﬁctitious probe. Moreover,
a goal of the tele-echography system is to consent the return of force
to the expert, so he can feel the exerted forces by the ultrasound probe
on the patient’s skin, giving the impression of manipulate the probe
directly on the patient. Hence, the force felt by the expert should be
as close as possible to the effective force applied on the patient’s body,
giving optimal conditions for the medical expert’s exam.1.6 the teleoperation with the force feedback 11
1.6 the teleoperation with the force feedback
Beyond the tele-echography, the robotic systems for teleoperations
are developed in different sectors and applications. The teleopera-
tion robots have been developed to monitor the actions of drones for
the terrestrial exploration, for the immersion or in air. Moreover, the
teleoperated robots allow to execute actions in place no adapted to
human survival or to improve the humans action and his comfort. Fi-
nally, the teleoperation robots can be used to manipulate objects at a
different scale than that of the operator. In the medical robot context
, the sensation of the feedback tactile and force are the informations
that the expert can request to better manage his gesture. Appreciate
the contact with different type of organs improves the work environ-
ment and promotes the medical remote intervention. A teleoperation
system is called bilateral if the operator feel the physical interactions between
the robot slave and the remote environment, usually, through a haptic instru-
ment, allowing a better control of the remote robot.
1.6.1 General presentation
1.6.1.1 Deﬁnitions
The principle of the bilateral control is control the mechanical contact
between the robot and the remote environment that it’s often not char-
acterized. It allows to operator to be included in the control loop; he
masters the control force that wants to apply on the robot with respect
to the force he receives. The ﬁg.6 shows a block diagram of a bilateral
teleoperation system. The main components of this system are: the
operator, master and slave, the remote environment and the commu-
nications link. All these elements are deﬁned in the next paragraphs.
Figure 6: The scheme of tele echography system
The operator is the user that controls the slave robot, this one interacts
with the remote environment. The actions of the operator propagates
through the entire command "chain" to distance. He feels in the form
of a force feedback the interactions between the slave robot with the
its environment. The master system is composed of the main interface
and its controller, the master system allows the operator to feel the
interaction between the slave robot and its environment. The main in-12 introduction
terface must necessarily be of tactile type to provide a force feedback.
Using these physical sensations, the operator manipulates the inter-
face like if he would work directly on the remote environment. The
master interface can be able to reproduce a tactile feedback (generally
that corresponds at a return of force) in three spatial directions that
they the operator to feel all the remote interactions. This interface
uses the master controller the provide to operator the best perception
of interaction of the remote environment. This control is a software
with the control law and the type depends on the type of bilateral
control that it is applied; this choice is determinant because it is in
grand part responsible of the performances(transparency / stability)
of the teleoperation system. As already mentioned the nature of trans-
mission line leads directly to transmission delay times, via communi-
cation like the WLAN or LAN induces a low delays(<100 ms), while
the communication connections like the 3G or via satellite induces a
high delays(>1 s). In some case they could be ﬁxed or variable, notes
or estimates, they can inﬂuence the performances (transparency / sta-
bility) the teleoperation system. The slave system is composed of the
slave manipulator and its controller. The role of slave manipulator is
to replicate the operator movements and to interact with the remote
environment of the operator; it has sensors in order to provide all
the informations necessary from manipulator to operator. The slave
controller is also associated at a type of software with a control law. It
calculate the velocity and the torque of both robot actuators in order
to reproduce as faithfully as possible the movements imposed by the
operator. This controller has to be possibly sensible respect the delays
time about the the communication connections and the remote envi-
ronmental characteristics. The remote environment is all the external
system of the slave system and all things that interact with it. There
are different type of environment:
• They can be "structured", ie that is composed of objects whose
the position and the nature are known.
• "Partially known", some of his characteristics are known, but it
doesn’t consent a complete comprehension of context.
• "Totally unknown".
Like part of a bilateral control system, in addition there is also the
goal to allow the force feedback to the operator level; the bilateral
control has to maintain the stability of the actioned remote system,
ensuring the best possible transparency. The warranty of these prop-
erties depend of the nature of the master and slave controllers used
and their consider also the delays of transmission. The master and
slave controllers are realized in order to guarantee the stability of
the system of operation. The transparency expresses the capacity
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interactions between the slave manipulator and the remote system.
Concretely, a teleoperation system is said to be transparent if the re-
sistance that the operator feels, when generates a X displacement, is
equal to the resistance of the remote system in contact with the en-
vironment [10]. So, the operator has the impression to realize his
work directly on the remote system making the teleoperation system
totally transparent. For the mathematical model the ﬁrst schemes
are through a quadrupole: in the ﬁg.7 the xh e Fh are the position
and applied force from the operator with their input impedance Zh;
while the xe and Fe are the position and the force applied on the
manipulator system with their output impedance Ze[9][16][6]. This
approach allow to realize the system model of teleoperation with the
her matrix of impedance realized with the force and the position[16];
after it’s described the hybrid matrix. The impedance matrix is rep-
Figure 7: The mathematical model
resented considering that the position xh and xe are the inputs of
quadrupole, a represented can connect directly the position and the
force from the next matrix:
"
Fh(s)
Fe(s)
#
=
"
z11(s) z12(s)
z21(s) z22(s)
#"
xh(s)
xe(s)
#
(1)
The parameters z are the components of the impedance matrix of
the teleoperation system and they depend on the impedances which
characterize the master and slave system and their controller. The
hybrid matrix[9] is used if the slave system is provided of force sensor
because it’s possible model that system in this mode:
"
Fh(s)
xe(s)
#
=
"
h11(s) h12(s)
h21(s) h22(s)
#"
xh(s)
Fe(s)
#
(2)
The parameters of this matrix have a physical interpretation. The pa-
rameters h11 and h22 represent the impedance of the master system
and the admittance of the slave system; the parameter h12 represents14 introduction
respectively the capacity of the teleoperation system to transmit the
applied force from the slave system to remote system, while the pa-
rameter h21 represents the capacity of the slave manipulator to follow
the movement imposed from the operator.
1.7 global architecture of robots prosit
The realization of robots PROSIT requires to deﬁne ﬁrst of all the
global platform of system, like that the develop of logical on this ar-
chitecture in function of their roles[15]. In effect, the architecture is
used like the "main element" of all system; therefore its implementa-
tion requires a clear vision of the system in its whole. For this reason
the architectures in the next ﬁg.8 has been deﬁned after many discus-
sions between the partners of the subject. The architectures of robots
Figure 8: The architecture of robot Prosit 1
in the project Prosit 1 and Prosit 2 are the same. The patient’s site
like the expert’s site has three calculation units very useful: hosting
an architecture of control and supervision Contract (PcLinux/RTA1),
hosting a GUI and algorithms related to vision (Linux PC) and a
controller that supports low-level (pure control board Windows) of
the material (rating probe expert and patient side robot). In each
site(patient and expert) these three calculation units are connected
between them through a network ethernet switchable via a adminis-
trable switch. This switch is also connected to the internet network
through the different links (wired, satellite, GSM, etc.), this one al-
lows to conserve the homogeneity of the mechanism of local commu-
nication(i.e. of the different calculation units) regardless of Internet
connection choice. The advantage of such a connection is also to al-
low each partner to clearly identify the units of calculation on which
it operates and thus facilitate the development of software patches
and integration. The partner ROBOSOFT is responsible to implement1.7 global architecture of robots prosit 15
for the low-level controllers of the haptic probe (expert site) and the
robot itself (patient site). This controllers are cards "PURE" in which
there are the WINDOWS CE systems that have logical platforms of
ROBOSOFT. The latter is responsible to implement the interactions
with the control devices, the implementation low-level of this devices,
and the UDP server allows this external units to emit exploited com-
mands in the enslavement and to recover the current measures. In the
patient site the platform robosoft communicates with the axis board
that command the different degree of freedom of robot via bus CAN
Open. The expert site communicates with the robot site with the axis
board and the sensor of the haptic probe via different USB line (for
Prosit 1 and 2: it commands and measures the axis Z via adaptor
USB/series and recovers the gyroscopic and accelerometer measures
via a line USB/SPI. For prosit 2: there is a read of optic sensor via
a USB line that it is type system of user counting). The partner IN-
RIA Rennes and Prisme laboratory are responsible to implement the
PC vision(patient site) and GUI(expert site), the work on the GUI
in the patient and expert site are the responsibility of PRISME and
the work on the algorithms of vision, the reconstruction 3D of the
image and the different treatments on the image(expert site) are the
responsibility of the INRIA Rennes. The GUI have to include also
the ﬂux video of environmental(expert site and patient site), the GUI
expert site must have in more the ﬂux video for the echography im-
ages that comes from patient site. We consider that the camera has
its own occupational background video server and are directly con-
nected to the switch internet, while the ultrasound system will be
connected via an analog way to a capture card on the PC vision, the
latter one has also the task of broadcast video streams via its own
ethernet connection. In according to the technological possibility of
echography, it will broadcast directly via an ethernet connection its
video stream, the PC Vision did not achieve this diffusion. The part-
ners LIRMM and PRISME are responsible for implementing the pc
loads to host architectures Contract for supervision and control of
real-time system. LIRMM does the development of Middleware "con-
tract" and the management of wider communication (communication
"low level" with other computing units of local networks in order to
interact with the hardware, the GUI and the algorithms vision, com-
munication and management of internet link of teleoperation and
communication dedicated to monitoring) and Prisme handles the im-
plementation of most control schemes envisaged. The implementa-
tion of supervisors including both aspects has control and supervi-
sion, it will be managed jointly by the two partners. The entire com-
munication will be via the use of network sockets: UDP for local syn-
chronous (ie periodicals, including the interaction between the vision
algorithms and the PC hosting architecture Contract, and the inter-
action between the latter and the PURE card controller hosting the16 introduction
low Level) and the link of teleoperation; TCP for local asynchronous
involved in sending/receiving commands/events (Vision or between
PC and PC GUI Contract) and the communication link dedicated to
monitoring(another chapteur not interesting). It has been described
a general structure for the architecture Prosit 1 and 2; this document
will talk about particularly on the graphic user interface (GUI) for the
patient site. Therefore it’s important to describe how the GUI and the
PC contract interact:
• The manage of GUI is supported for two types of modules that
communicate with the PC GUI in the same mode of the PC
Vision. The synchronous modules guarantees the periodic ex-
changes(UDP) with the PC GUI for the transmission of detected
measures on the robot and the transmissions via internet to PC
Contract Expert. So the PC ContrACT Expert allows to GUI of
update the his data on the state of the robot or on the state of
the haptic probe. A asynchronous modules guarantees all the
exchanges (TCP) related to the reception of the order from the
IHM and the emissions of the events to IHM. This asynchronous
modules routes the messages to the global supervisory of PC
ContrACT Expert then will activate the correct operating mode.
1.8 the architecture of bilateral control in the robot
protech
Noting that only the passive bilateral architectures guarantee the con-
trol of stability system piloted to distance, independently of delays,
the bilateral control architecture chosen for the chain of tele-echography
has been developed to insure passivity. There are two types of archi-
tecture position/force for the Protech robot: an architecture based
on the waves variable[7] and an architecture based on control of
rigidity[18][17].
1.8.1 The main goal of the system
The main goals of the tele-echography systems are two: the trans-
parency and the stability. The transparency is the most important
and the most difﬁcult to achieve. In particularly to respect the trans-
parency of the system it has to verify these two equations:
Xpatient = Xexpert (3)
Fexpert = Fpatient (4)
In the eq.(3) the position that the expert applies (input of the system)
has to be the same position that it’s applied on the patient (output of
the system); while in the eq.(4) the force that it’s applied on the pa-
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feels on the haptic probe. For this reason the control of the system
is in position/force. The tele-echography system has to guarantee, at
the same time, that for all delay times the system is transparent and
stable. The two architectures have advantages and disadvantages.
1.8.2 The architecture of wave variables
The architecture position/force passive, that has been developed by
Gwenaël CHARRON, is shown in the ﬁg.9. The pattern is very well
Figure 9: The architecture of robot Protech
engineered: the expert applies the reference of force to the probe
that, after the comparison with the force feedback, pass on the probe
model M(s) and become the reference of position to apply at the slave
robot. The lines of communication is represented from two blocks of
variables delays T1(s) and T2(s). The reference of position xmd is
compared to the position of the robot xs, the error is processed from
the control C(s) to have an output the reference of force that, after
that is compared with the force of the environment, it provide the
exactly force to the slave robot. The slave robot is represented by the
model S(s) and the remote environment is represented by the model
E(s). Starting to the measure of the force Fe, and passing from the
model of the waves variable and via the line of communication, it has
the true feedback of force Fmc. This architecture is divided in three
subsets:
• The expert site: it composed from the doctor; the haptic in-
terface M(s) to control the remote robot; the master controller
CM(s), that provides a force feedback Fmc starting from the
force Fed; the generator of accident waves and the generator of
force Fed.
• The site patient: it composed from the slave robot S(s) that in-
teracts with the remote environment E(s), the slave controller
CS(s) and the generator of reﬂected wave from which the ac-
cident wave and from the environment force Fe generate the
instructions of position xmd and the reﬂected wave vs.18 introduction
• Communication links: they allow the transmission of incident
waves and the reﬂected waves from the expert site to patient
site and vice-versa.
1.8.2.1 The waves variable
The next ﬁgure represent the generator of incident and reﬂective
waves. Based on the formalism of the variable waves, this generator
represents the bijective operator that allows to deﬁne the wave v and
u from a linear combination of position x and force F. The incident
Figure 10: Architecture inside the wave generator
wave u and the reﬂected wave v are determined from the following
equations:
u(t) =
bx(t)+F(t)
p
2b
(5)
v(t) =
bx(t)-F(t)
p
2b
(6)
where u(t) and v(t) are respectively the incident waves that transit
from the expert site to the patient site and the reﬂect waves that
transit from the patient site to the expert site; b is the characteristic
impedance of the variable waves. The equations for the transmission
wave are the following:
us(t) = um(t-T1(t)) (7)
um(t) = us(t-T2(t)) (8)
where T1(t) and T2(t) are respectively the delay times for incident
reﬂected waves. The generator of incident waves allows the reception
of the force at the expert site and as the incident wave:
Fed(t) = bxm(t)-
p
2bvm(t) (9)
um(t) =
p
2bxm(t)-vm(t) (10)
The reﬂected wave generator delivers the incident wave:
xmd(t) =
r
2
b
us(t)-
1
b
Fe(t) (11)
vs(t) = us(t)-
2
b
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From the eq.(8), (7) and (12) it’s possible to deﬁne the force feed-
back Fed felt at the expert on the base of environmental force Fe as
follows:
Fed(t) = bxm(t)-
p
2bus(t-T2(t))+2Fe(t-T2(t)) (13)
This expression shows that the return of force Fed depends on other
three components of force:
• The component [bxm(t)] is immediate, it is due to the reﬂec-
tions due to the transformation of the physical parameters in
wave variables. For all movements of the robot, this conversion
generates a immediate return of force in form of force bxm like
in the eq.(9). These reﬂections allow to the operator to feel im-
mediately an apparent rigidity.
• The component [
p
2bus(t-T2(t))] is a reﬂection of the product
during the conversion of physical quantities in waves. Similarly,
when the incident wave arrives at the slave, of the information
it contains is stored in the wave reﬂected vs. Similarly, when the
reﬂected wave arrives at the master, the wave vm is reﬂected in
wavelength um, according to the equation. The incident waves
and reﬂected waves do not contain data only contain informa-
tion useful but old artifacts that are caused by these different
reﬂections. This phenomenon generates disorders that cause
loss of performance because can cause oscillations on the sys-
tem due to the non-energy dissipation in the system master or
slave.
• The component [2Fe(t-T2(t))] contains information on the con-
tact force between slave robot and its environment.
Among these three components, only the last contains the desired
data (Fe). The ﬁrst component allows the operator to feel a immedi-
ate force feedback through the characteristic impedance of the wave.
However, the second component is a source of signiﬁcant problems if
it is not attenuated.[13] proposes two methods to eliminate the second
component: either by performing impedance matching of the mas-
ter and slave positions [11], or by ﬁltering the incident and reﬂected
waves to reduce the effect of reﬂections [12]. In tele-echography
robot, the behavior of the operator (value Fh) and the value of the
impedance of the environment can vary greatly. In this case, [14]
advocate the use of wave ﬁlters. These wave ﬁlters can smooth the
behaviour system independently of the task at hand. The insertion
of these ﬁlters between master and slave sites does not affect the pas-
sivity, as wave variables are constructed so as not to be affected by
the transmission delays or phase shifts. The only limitation to the use
of these ﬁlters is the value of their gain, which must be less than or20 introduction
equal to 1. The use of these wave ﬁlters modiﬁes the eq.(7) and the
eq.(8) as follows:
1
w0
d
dt
us(t)+us(t) = kfum(t-T1(t)) (14)
1
w0
d
dt
vm(t)+vm(t) = kfus(t-T2(t)) (15)
with kf the gain of the wave ﬁlter and w0 = 2fcut, where fcut is the
cutoff frequency of the low-pass ﬁlter of ﬁrst order H(s).
1.8.3 The control architecture in rigidity
The other type of architecture has been developed by Juan Sebastian
Sandoval. This architecture is based of Internal Model. The scheme
of this architecture is shown in ﬁg.11. The blocks of the scheme are
Figure 11: The control architecture in rigidity
equal to the blocks of the other scheme; it changes only the principle.
The position xs and the force Fe, after the passing from the lines of
communication, become xsd and Fsd. These last ones and the initial
position xm are the input to the model intern that it provide like the
output the force Fmcf, that, after the ﬁlter CM(s), is the main return
of force in the system. In this architecture there are two important
concepts that will be deepen: the descriptions of the environment
E(s) and the Internal Model Principle of the system.
1.8.3.1 The environment E(s) and the Internal Model
Inside the Internal Model, a method to characterize the remote en-
vironment is described considering the body characteristics and the
breathing pattern of the patient. The complete system is shown in
the ﬁg. 12. To model the breathing a sinusoidal model is chosen: the
feedback data Fed and Xsd enter in the block "Caract" for the charac-
terization the parameters; the outputs of the system are the average
rigidity Kmoy, the frequency and amplitude of breath[20][19]. These1.9 the work teams 21
Figure 12: The internal model
parameters enter in the block "Reconstr" and, through the following
equation, it returns as output the rigidity Kest.
Kmes = Kmoy +Ampsin(2
t
T
+) (16)
Morover there is a block that contains a mathematical model of the
robot, this ones serves to the synchronization of the expert times. The
inputs of this system are the position xm and the force Fed, and the
output is the postion xmr. The two outputs Fed and xmr serve to ﬁnd
the exact feedback force Fmcf:
Fmcf = Kmes xmr (17)
1.9 the work teams
The works inside of the Prisme Laboratory are being developed in
teams. In this moment there are two projects that have to be de-
veloped : the ﬁrst one is called Protech, a project for the enterprise
AdEchoTech, and the second one is called Prosit, for ANR national
project. The teams is composed from many people. The main co-
ordinator of the two projects is Pierre Vieyres, professor of IUT; he
works since more ten years on the technology of the robot for the tele-
echography systems; there are other two professor, Cyril Novales and
Laurence Josserand ; the ﬁrst ones works on the various topics of the
project and the second ones work on the part of control of the robots.
On these teleoperation system works many peolpe: Juan Sebastian
Sandoval, a columbian student, Tao Li, a PhD chinese student and
Chiccoli Marco. On these two projects works other people from other
laboratories and universities. The work of the candidate intersects the
two projects ; for the ProTech the projects the works consists mostly22 introduction
on the execution a remote tests for the robot, particularly it has been
tested the communication of the robot for the transmission from the
France to other country like Chypro, Perù and United States; this
work will be described in the next chapters. For the Prosit project the
works is centred mostly on the mechanical and electrical model of
the probe and the GUI of the robot like already described previously;
also this work will be described in the next chapters.
1.10 the structure of this document
This document is divided in the following parts: in the ﬁrst chapter
talks about on the Blender software and the realization of the two
probes for Prosit project with this program that will be used after
in the GUI; the second chapter talks about on the GUI of the Prosit
project: after a little introduction to the Qt software, it will be de-
scribed the program with which the GUI has been developed and it
will be described the mainly steps of this program; the third chapter
talks about the mechanical and electrical model of the probe and the
tests effectuated on this model to ﬁnd the better response times; in the
fourth chapter it will be described the many tests of communication
that have been done with the robot Protech with others countries in
the event WORTEX 2012; moreover, always in this chapter, it will be
described the IEEE article that has been accepted for the conference
in Cyprus called "BIBE 2012"; in the last chapter it will be described
the conclusions of this works and future tasks that may be developed
on this project.2
THE DESIGN OF THE 3D MODEL OF TWO HAPTIC
PROBES
2.1 introduction
In this chapter will be described in the ﬁrst moment the software
"Blender"[3], with which ones has been designed the two haptic probes.
After it will be described the functionality of two haptic probes for the
project Prosit, particularly the haptic probe 1 and the haptic probe 2,
and ﬁnally it will be described all steps to realize the two probes. The
haptic probe is one of the main parts of the system; it is located in the
expert station and it allows at the medical expert the control of the
robot slave to distance. In recent years have been developed many
types of probes. As already said in the par.1.3.1.1, the ﬁrst type of
probes were passive probe, where the expert could impose only the
reference position; with the pass of the years the next step has been to
add a spring in the probe, in order that the medical expert could feel
a "ﬁctitious" contrast of force while he is executing the tele-ecography.
And ﬁnally, the last project is the haptic probe, that it allow at the ex-
pert medical, other at the done to impose the reference of position,
to feel a true return of force, in order to help him to execute the tele-
echography in the best mode possible. Of course, at the last type of
probe serves more electronic and control devices. This document is
not centred on this arguments, but the more informations can ﬁnd in
the ch.4.
2.2 the software blender
Blender is a free and open-source 3D computer graphics software
product used for creating animated ﬁlms, visual effects, interactive
3D applications or video games. Blender’s features include 3D mod-
eling, UV unwrapping, texturing, rigging and skinning, ﬂuid and
smoke simulation, particle simulation, animating,match moving, cam-
era tracking, rendering, video editing and compositing. It also fea-
tures a built-in game engine.
2.2.1 History of Blender
Blender was developed as an in-house application by the Dutch ani-
mation studio NeoGeo and Not a Number Technologies (NaN). It was
primarily authored by Ton Roosendaal, who had previously written
a ray tracer called Traces for Amiga in 1989. The name "Blender"
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Figure 13: The software Blender
was inspired by a song by Yello, from the album Baby. Roosendaal
founded NaN in June 1998 to further develop and distribute the pro-
gram. The program was initially distributed as shareware until NaN
went bankrupt in 2002. The creditors agreed to release Blender under
the terms of the GNU General Public License, for a one-time pay-
ment of 100,000 . On July 18, 2002, a Blender funding campaign was
started by Roosendaal in order to collect donations and on Septem-
ber 7, 2002 it was announced that enough funds had been collected
and that the Blender source code would be released. Today, Blender
is free, open-source software and is, apart from the two half-time
employees and the two full-time employees of the Blender Institute,
developed by the community. The Blender Foundation initially re-
served the right to use dual licensing, so that, in addition to GNU
GPL, Blender would have been available also under the "Blender Li-
cense", which did not require disclosing source code but required
payments to the Blender Foundation. However, this option was never
exercised and was suspended indeﬁnitely in 2005. Currently, Blender
is solely available under GNU GPL.
2.2.2 Features
Blender has a relatively small installation size, of about 70 megabytes
for builds and 115 megabytes for ofﬁcial releases. Ofﬁcial versions of
the software are released for Linux, Mac OS X, Microsoft Windows,
and FreeBSD.[4] Though it is often distributed without extensive ex-2.2 the software blender 25
ample scenes found in some other programs, the software contains
features that are characteristic of high-end 3D software. Among its
capabilities are:
• Support for a variety of geometric primitives, including poly-
gon meshes, fast subdivision surface modeling, Bezier curves,
NURBS surfaces, metaballs, digital sculpting, outline font, and
a new n-gon modeling system called B-mesh.
• Internal render engine with scanline ray tracing, indirect light-
ing, and ambient occlusion that can export in a wide variety of
formats.
• Experimental new Cycles pathtracer render engine.
• Integration with a number of external render engines through
plugins.
• Keyframed animation tools including inverse kinematics, ar-
mature (skeletal), hook, curve and lattice-based deformations,
shape keys (morphing), non-linear animation, constraints, and
vertex weighting.
• Simulation tools for Soft body dynamics including mesh col-
lision detection, LBM ﬂuid dynamics, smoke simulation, and
Bullet rigid body dynamics.
• A particle system which includes support for particle-based
hair.
• Modiﬁers to apply non-destructive effects.
• Python scripting for tool creation and prototyping, game logic,
importing and/or exporting from other formats, task automa-
tion and custom tools.
• Basic non-linear video/audio editing.
• Game Blender, a sub-project, offers interactivity features such as
collision detection, dynamics engine, and programmable logic.
It also allows the creation of stand-alone, real-time applications
ranging from architectural visualization to video game construc-
tion.
• A fully integrated node-based compositor within the rendering
pipeline.
• Procedural and node-based textures, as well as texture painting,
projective painting, vertex painting, and weight painting.
• Real time control during physics simulation and rendering.
• Camera and object tracking.26 the design of the 3d model of two haptic probes
2.2.3 User interface
Blender has had a reputation of being difﬁcult to learn for users ac-
customed to other 3D graphics software. Nearly every function has
a direct keyboard shortcut and there can be several different short-
cuts per key. Since Blender became free software, there has been
effort to add comprehensive contextual menus as well as make the
tool usage more logical and streamlined. There have also been efforts
to visually enhance the user interface, with the introduction of color
themes, transparent ﬂoating widgets, a new and improved object tree
overview, and other small improvements (such as a color picker wid-
get). Blender’s user interface incorporates the following concepts:
2.2.3.1 Editing modes
The two primary modes of work are Object Mode and Edit Mode,
which are toggled with the Tab key. Object mode is used to manip-
ulate individual objects as a unit, while Edit mode is used to manip-
ulate the actual object data. For example, Object Mode can be used
to move, scale, and rotate entire polygon meshes, and Edit Mode can
be used to manipulate the individual vertices of a single mesh. There
are also several other modes, such as Vertex Paint, Weight Paint, and
Sculpt Mode. The 2.45 release also had the UV Mapping Mode, but
it was merged with the Edit Mode in 2.46 Release Candidate 1.
2.2.3.2 Hotkey utilization
Most of the commands are accessible via hotkeys. Until the 2.x and
especially the 2.3x versions, this was in fact the only way to give
commands, and this was largely responsible for creating Blender’s
reputation as a difﬁcult-to-learn program. The new versions have
more comprehensive GUI menus.
2.2.3.3 Numeric input
Numeric buttons can be "dragged" to change their value directly with-
out the need to aim at a particular widget, thus saving screen real es-
tate and time. Both sliders and number buttons can be constrained to
various step sizes with modiﬁers like the Ctrl and Shift keys. Python
expressions can also be typed directly into number entry ﬁelds, al-
lowing mathematical expressions to be used to specify values.
2.2.3.4 Workspace management
The Blender GUI is made up of one or more screens, each of which
can be divided into sections and subsections that can be of any type
of Blender’s views or window-types. Each window-type’s own GUI
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view. For example, one can zoom in and out of GUI-buttons in the
same way one zooms in and out in the 3D viewport. The GUI view-
port and screen layout is fully user-customizable. It is possible to set
up the interface for speciﬁc tasks such as video editing or UV map-
ping or texturing by hiding features not utilized for the task. The user
interface supports multiple monitors.
2.2.3.5 Hardware requirements
Blender has very low hardware requirements compared to other 3D
suites. However, for advanced effects and high-poly editing, a more
powerful system is needed.
2.2.4 File format
Blender features an internal ﬁle system that allows one to pack mul-
tiple scenes into a single ﬁle (called a ".blend" ﬁle).
• All of Blender’s ".blend" ﬁles are forward, backward, and cross-
platform compatible with other versions of Blender, with the ex-
ception of loading animations stored in post-2.5 ﬁles in Blender
pre-2.5 (this is due to the reworked animation subsystem intro-
duced in Blender 2.5 being inherently incompatible with older
versions).
• Snapshot ".blend" ﬁles can be auto-saved periodically by the
program, making it easier to survive a program crash.
• All scenes, objects, materials, textures, sounds, images, post-
production effects for an entire animation can be stored in a
single ".blend" ﬁle. Data loaded from external sources, such
as images and sounds, can also be stored externally and refer-
enced through either an absolute or relative pathname. Like-
wise, ".blend" ﬁles themselves can also be used as libraries of
Blender assets.
• Interface conﬁgurations are retained in the ".blend" ﬁles, such
that what you save is what you get upon load. This ﬁle can be
stored as "user defaults" so this screen conﬁguration, as well as
all the objects stored in it, is used every time you load Blender.
The actual ".blend" ﬁle is similar to the EA Interchange File Format,
starting with its own header (for example BLENDERv248) that spec-
iﬁes the version, endianness and pointer size, followed by the ﬁle’s
DNA (a full speciﬁcation of the data format used) and, ﬁnally, a col-
lection of binary blocks storing actual data. Presence of the DNA
block in .blend ﬁles means the format is self-descriptive and any soft-
ware able to decode the DNA can read any .blend ﬁle, even if some28 the design of the 3d model of two haptic probes
ﬁelds or data block types may need to be ignored. Although it is rel-
atively difﬁcult to read and convert a ".blend" ﬁle to another format
using external tools, there are several software packages able to do
this, for example readblend. A wide variety of import/export scripts
that extend Blender capabilities (accessing the object data via an inter-
nal API) make it possible to inter-operate with other 3D tools. Jeroen
Bakker documented the Blender ﬁle format to allow inter-operation
with other tooling. The document can be found at the The mystery of
the blend website. A DNA structure browser is also available on this
site. Blender organizes data as various kinds of "data blocks", such
as Objects, Meshes, Lamps, Scenes, Materials, Images and so on. An
object in Blender consists of multiple data blocks-for example, what
the user would describe as a polygon mesh consists of at least an
Object and a Mesh data block, and usually also a Material and many
more, linked together. This allows various data blocks to refer to each
other. There may be, for example, multiple Objects that refer to the
same Mesh, allowing Blender to keep a single copy of the mesh data
in memory, and making subsequent editing of the shared mesh result
in shape changes in all Objects using this Mesh. This data-sharing ap-
proach is fundamental to Blender’s philosophy and its user interface
and can be applied to multiple data types. Objects, meshes, materials,
textures etc. can also be linked to from other .blend ﬁles, allowing the
use of .blend ﬁles as reusable resource libraries.
2.2.5 Development
Since the opening of the source, Blender has experienced signiﬁcant
refactoring of the initial codebase and major additions to its feature
set. Recent improvements include an animation system refresh; a
stack-based modiﬁer system; an updated particle system (which can
also be used to simulate hair and fur); ﬂuid dynamics; soft-body dy-
namics; GLSL shaders support in the game engine; advanced UV
unwrapping; a fully recoded render pipeline, allowing separate ren-
der passes and "render to texture"; node-based material editing and
compositing; Projection painting. Part of these developments were
fostered by Google’s Summer of Code program, in which the Blender
Foundation has participated since 2005. The current stable release
version is 2.63a, the previous version was 2.62 and was released on
February 16, 2012.[1] New features included:
• New user interface
• New animation system,
which allows almost any
value to be animated
• Re-written, Python 3.x
scripting API[29]
• Smoke simulation
• Updated toolset, with im-
proved implementation2.3 the utility of two probes 29
• Approximate indirect light-
ing
• Volume rendering
• Ray tracing optimizations,
rendering some scenes "up
to 10x faster"
• Solidify modiﬁer
• Sculpt brush and stroke up-
grade
• Add-on system
• Custom keyboard shortcuts
• Spline IK
• Color management
• Fluid particles (smoothed-
particle hydrodynamics)
• Ocean simulation
• Network rendering
• Cycles render engine
• Deep shadow maps[30]
• 3D audio and video
• Game engine navigation
meshes
• Motion capture tools
• Collada integration
• Updated motion tracking
• Camera tracking
• New interactive Global Illu-
mination GPU accelerated
render engine (Cycles)
The main difference between 2.63 and 2.62 is the introduction of
BMesh which allows for n sided polygons (ngons), as opposed to the
previous limit of 4 vertices.
2.3 the utility of two probes
The blender software will be used for the design of the two probes
Prosit to have, as a ﬁnal result, two objects 3D to insert in the GUI.
But why are so important these two models of the probe? In this
and in the next chapter it will answer at this question. While the tele-
echography is in progress, as already said, the expert medical controls
the probe and, at the same time, looks on the screen the ultrasound
images. Moreover, on the screen where he looks the images, it will
be added a new function. Knowing that the connection between the
master and the slave can be of various types as ethernet, via satellite,
3G and other ones, it may have in the line of transmission the delay
times variable, and, accordingly, the movement that the medical ex-
pert imposes with the probe is not the same movement that will be
produced in the patient site with the robot slave. To help the doctor
to execute the tele-echography therefore it will be created in the user
interface a image 3D that represents the model of the probe and an-
other one that represents the end-effector of the robot. Through the
samples that arrive from the system, when the doctor begins to move
the probe, also in the user interface the model of the probe moves in
the same mode, and, when the robot begins to follow the reference of30 the design of the 3d model of two haptic probes
position, also the model of the end-effector of the robot moves. In this
way the doctor can see the exact difference between the position of
the probe and the position, delayed, of the end-effector of the robot.
2.4 the two probes of porject prosit
In the project prosit have been developed two probes. The real ﬁrst
probe is shown in the ﬁg.14 while the second probe is under develop-
ment and therefore there isn’t a real image yet.
(a) The ﬁrst view. (b) The second view.
Figure 14: The probe 1
2.5 the blender design of two haptic probes
The blender design of two probes is a work very complex if the de-
signer doesn’t know very well the environment of Blender. In fact,
before to begin these projects, the candidate has spent a good time to
study very well the software and all the the special features. In this
paragraph it will be described before the probe 1 and after the probe
2.
2.5.1 The probe Prosit 1
The haptic probe Prosit 1 has a geometric structure more easy of the
probe Prosit 2. The design is based on the model CAD created from
Terence Essomba [8]. The model is shown in the ﬁg.15. As you can
see from the ﬁgure the probe is composed from three principal parts:
the ﬁrst part is the organ with which the medical expert keeps the
haptic probe; the second part is composed from the end effector of the2.5 the blender design of two haptic probes 31
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Figure 15: The model CAD of probe Prosit 1
probe, the organ with which it can be possible capture the ultrasound
image and the last part is the organ that attacks the ﬁrst two parts.
For the design of this probe has been used the meshes blender. The
ﬁrst part has been designed with the use of classic meshes like the
cube resized; the difﬁcult part has been to create the junction radius.
For this purpose have been used the spheres and have been cut in
quarters of spheres or hemispheres. One thing to be careful about
is, as other software for the design 3D, that during the design of the
object the construction have to be done in all the views, because it can
be that in the frontal view the object seems in the ﬁrst time perfect32 the design of the 3d model of two haptic probes
while in the lateral view all the parts of object are detached. With the
same principal has been created the part of connection between the
ﬁrst part and the end-effector of the probe. The end effector of the
probe has been created looking to reproduce for the most possible the
same shape: for this reason have been put more spheres that, after the
cut and the resize, have been connected to the ﬁnal object. After to
have created all the part of the ﬁnal object, blender allows, through a
little sequence, to compact all the parts of the object in order to obtain
a unique part. The command is called "Join" and it ﬁnds under the the
voice Object, at the bottom left of the screen. To utilize this process it
need select the interesting parts together and to apply the command
"Join". The ﬁnal object is shown in ﬁg.16; it is shown also the frontal
view, the lateral view and the 3D view.
(a) The frontal and lateral view. (b) The 3D view.
Figure 16: The views of haptic probe design
2.5.2 The probe Prosit 2
The haptic probe 2 is a new project and it has been created to better
and to complete the probe 1. In this case there are not a CAD mod-
els but the project is based on the models provided from Laurence
Nouaille, a professor in the IUT that she works on the Prosit project.
For the blender model have been used always the meshes. The end-
effector is the same one used in the ﬁrst probe while the other parts
of the object change. The ﬁrst part is more easier than the ﬁrst part
of probe Prosit 1; in fact it has been realized only with a mesh cube
resized because it has not curvatures. The connections between the
other two parts is the critical section of this design because, respect to2.5 the blender design of two haptic probes 33
previously case, this probe has two springs. There are many modes
to represented the spring in Blender; in particularly it is necessary
to decide if it wants a static spring or dynamic spring. The dynamic
spring is a spring that it can move during a animation for example;
but in the our case it is not necessary this type of characterization.
Therefore the type of spring that it has been implemented is a static
spring, and it has been designed with the mesh "Circle". From this
mesh, to arrive to a static spring, it is necessary to apply a "modify"
that it is called "screw"; this type of modiﬁcation serves to create the
geometry of the spring, selecting also the options axis, screw offset,
angle of revolution and the numbers of step in the revolutions. After
to have completed the spring, the various parts of the probe 2 can be
linked in a unique object with the same options utilized previously.
The ﬁnal result is shown in the ﬁg17.
(a) The frontal and lateral
view.
(b) The 3D view.
Figure 17: The model of probe Prosit 2
2.5.3 The comparison with the end effector of the robot
The ﬁnal objective of this design is to allow to the medical expert to
compare directly on his interface the movements of his probe and
the movements of end-effector of the robot. For this reasons, always
with the Blender software, has been designed also a end-effector of
the robot. This design has been modiﬁed from a previous design and
after it has been resized in order to have the same scale of the haptic
probe. It very interesting to see the two probes together in the ﬁg.18
and in the ﬁg.19.
In this chapter, where have been shown the models of the two
probes, is an introduction at the next chapter where it will be shown34 the design of the 3d model of two haptic probes
Figure 18: The comparison between the haptic probe Posit 1 and the end-
effector
Figure 19: The comparison between the haptic probe Posit 2 and the end-
effector2.5 the blender design of two haptic probes 35
the complete description of the graphic user interface, particularly
centred on the logical part of this one and on the part of the model of
the probe.3
THE GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE OF PROSIT
SYSTEM
3.1 introduction
This chapter will talk about the graphical user interface in the Prosit
project. As already said previously the human-robot interface is
very important, in the same time, for the expert to execute the tele-
ecography in the better mode possible,in fact he can see, in the same
screen, the echography image to propose his diagnosis, and, at the
same time, the position of his haptic probe respect to the position of
end-effector of the robot; and for the expert engineer to set in the ﬁrst
time the all system and if, in second time, there will be unexpected
operations and failures on the system, to reset the system in simple
way. Why is important to see the exactly position of the haptic probe
respect to the end-effector of the robot? As already said, to execute a
tele-echography, the data have to be sent in the line of transmission
clashing with, in some case, delay times that they can be ﬁxed or
variable, note or estimated, and, they can inﬂuence the performances
(transparency / stability) of the teleoperation system. For this rea-
son, when the medical expert moves his haptic probe, due to these
delay times, the echography image that he is seeing may not corre-
spond to the same point on the patient’s body that instead he thinks
to see. To help the medical expert to overcome this difﬁculty it has
been created this interface of the probe, that it allows to compare the
two positions of the haptic probe and the end-effector to the robot,
in order to understand the exact point that he is seeing in that pre-
cise instant. On the project of the graphic user interface have worked
more people, everyone has developed a part of the system: the main
structure has been developed from Tao Li, a PhD student at the Uni-
versity of Rennes that works for the INRIA project and works also
for the Prisme Laboratory in Bourges; the part of communication be-
tween the control boxes, the laptop and the robot has been developed
from Robine Passama, a engineer from the Univeristy of Montpellier;
and, ﬁnally, the candidate has developed the interface graphic of the
haptic probe. In this chapter it will be described initially the software
Qt[5], then it will be illustrated the structure of the graphic user in-
terface and, ﬁnally, it will be explained how to interface the Blender
models in the main screen of GUI and the mathematic operations to
move the probes.
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3.1.1 The software Qt
3.1.1.1 What is Qt?
Qt is a cross-platform application framework that is widely used for
developing application software with a graphical user interface (GUI)
(in which cases Qt is classiﬁed as a widget toolkit), and also used
for developing non-GUI programs such as command-line tools and
consoles for servers. Qt is most notably used in Autodesk Maya,
The Foundry’s Nuke, Adobe Photoshop Elements, OPIE, Skype, VLC
media player, VirtualBox, and Mathematica, and by the European
Space Agency, DreamWorks, Google, HP, KDE, Lucasﬁlm, Panasonic,
Philips, Samsung, Siemens, Volvo, Walt Disney Animation Studios
and Research In Motion. Sometimes Qt is asserted for being the
toolkit of Opera web browser, but actually Opera uses internally a
platform-independent custom toolkit, using Qt only as an interface to
the Linux platform. Qt is developed by an open source project, the Qt
Project, involving developers as individuals and from ﬁrms working
to advance Qt, such as Nokia, Digia, and others. Before the launch of
the Qt Project, it was produced by Nokia’s Qt Development Frame-
works division, which came into being after Nokia’s acquisition of
the Norwegian company Trolltech, the original producer of Qt. In
February 2011 Nokia announced its decision to drop Symbian tech-
nologies and base their future smartphones on Microsoft platform
instead. One month later Nokia announced the sale of Qt’s commer-
cial licensing and professional services to Digia, although Nokia will
remain the main development force behind the framework. On May
9, it was announced on the Qt Labs website that the groundwork
was being laid for the next major version of Qt, with the expecta-
tion that Qt 5 would be released in August 2012. Qt uses standard
C++ but makes extensive use of a special code generator (called the
Meta Object Compiler, or moc) together with several macros to en-
rich the language. Qt can also be used in several other programming
languages via language bindings. It runs on the major desktop plat-
forms and some of the mobile platforms. It has extensive internation-
alization support. Non-GUI features include SQL database access,
XML parsing, thread management, network support, and a uniﬁed
cross-platform application programming interface (API) for ﬁle han-
dling. Distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
License (among others), Qt is free and open source software. All edi-
tions support many compilers, including the GCC C++ compiler and
the Visual Studio suite.
3.1.1.2 Platforms
Qt works on the following platforms:
• Windows - Qt for Microsoft Windows.3.1 introduction 39
• Windows CE, Mobile - Qt for Windows CE and Windows Mo-
bile.
• Symbian - Qt for the Symbian platform. Qt is to replace
Nokia’s Avkon as the supported UI SDK for developing Sym-
bian applications. The Qt for Symbian development group has
many quality-controlled articles available.
• OS X - Qt for Apple OS X; supports applications on Cocoa.
• X11 - Qt for X Window System (GNU/Linux, FreeBSD, HP-UX,
Solaris, AIX, etc.)
• Embedded Linux - Qt for embedded platforms: personal digi-
tal assistant, smartphone, etc.
• Maemo, MeeGo - Qt for Maemo, merged with Moblin to MeeGo;
many applications are already written for Maemo based on the
prior Internet tablets; the Nokia N900 also supports Qt; the Fo-
rum Nokia Wiki has quality-controlled articles supporting Qt
development; mhe Maemo has a development group on Forum
Nokia Wiki at Forum Nokia Wiki Maemo.
• Wayland - Qt for Wayland display server. Qt applications can
switch between graphical backends like X and Wayland at run
time with the -platform command line option.
3.1.1.3 External ports
Since Nokia opened the Qt source code to the community on Gitori-
ous various ports have been appearing. Here are some of them:
• Qt for OpenSolaris - Qt for OpenSolaris
• Qt for Haiku - Qt for Haiku
• Qt for OS/2 - Qt for OS/2 eCS platform
• Qt-iPhone - experimental development of Qt for iPhone
• Qt for webOS - experimental development of Qt for webOS
on Palm Pre
• Qt for Amazon Kindle DX - experimental development of Qt
for Amazon Kindle DX Necessitas - Qt for Android
• Qt for BlackBerry - Qt for BlackBerry40 the graphic user interface of prosit system
3.1.1.4 Editions
There are three editions of Qt available on each of these platforms,
namely:
• GUI Framework - commercial entry level GUI edition, stripped
of network and database support (formerly named "Desktop
Light")
• Full Framework - complete commercial edition
• Open Source - complete Open Source edition
Qt is available under the following copyright licenses:
• GNU LGPL 2.1 version with Qt special exception
• GNU GPL 3.0 version
• Commercial Developer License
3.1.1.5 Current
Trolltech released Qt 4.0 on June 28, 2005 and introduced ﬁve new
technologies in the framework:
• Tulip A set of template container classes.
• Interview A model-view-controller architecture for item views.
• Arthur A 2D painting framework.
• Scribe A Unicode text renderer with a public API for perform-
ing low-level text layout.
• MainWindow A modern action-based main window, toolbar,
menu, and docking architecture.
3.1.1.6 Next
The next major version of Qt will be Qt 5. It was originally expected
to be released in June 2012 but was the release was delayed sev-
eral times with November 2012 being now targeted. This new ver-
sion will mark a major change of paradigm in the platform, with
hardware-accelerated graphics, QML and JavaScript playing a major
role. The traditional C++-only QWidgets will continue to be sup-
ported, but will not beneﬁt from the performance improvements avail-
able through the new architecture. Qt5 is expected to bring signiﬁcant
improvements to the speed and ease of developing user interfaces. At
the same time the framework has moved to open governance with
ongoing development of Qt 5 taking place at qt-project.org. It is now
possible for developers outside Nokia to submit patches and have
them reviewed.3.1 introduction 41
3.1.1.7 Design
The innovation of Qt when it was ﬁrst released relied on a few key
concepts.
3.1.1.8 Modules
1. Modules for general software development.
• QtCore - contains core non-GUI classes, including the
event loop and Qt’s signal and slot mechanism, platform
independent abstractions for Unicode, threads, mapped
ﬁles, shared memory, regular expressions, and user and
application settings.
• QtGui - contains most GUI classes; including many table,
tree and list classes based on model-view-controller de-
sign pattern; also provides sophisticated 2D canvas widget
able to store thousands of items including ordinary wid-
gets.
• QtMultimedia - implements low-level multimedia func-
tionality.
• QtNetwork - contains classes for writing UDP and TCP
clients and servers; implementing FTP and HTTP clients,
supporting DNS lookups; network events are integrated
with the event loop making it very easy to develop net-
worked applications.
• QtOpenGL - contains classes that enable the use of OpenGL
in rendering 3D graphics.
• QtOpenVG - a plugin that provides support for OpenVG
painting.
• QtScript - an ECMAScript-based scripting engine.
• QtScriptTools - provides added components for applica-
tions using QtScript.
• QtSql - contains classes that integrate with open-source
and proprietary SQL databases. It includes editable data
models for database tables that can be used with GUI classes.
It also includes an implementation of SQLite.
• QtSvg - contains classes for displaying the contents of
SVG ﬁles. It supports the static features of SVG 1.2 Tiny.
• QtWebKit - provides a WebKit-based layout engine as
well as classes to render and interact with web content.
• QtXml - implements SAX and DOM interfaces to Qt’s
XML parser.
• QtXmlPatterns - provides support for XPath, XQuery, XSLT
and XML Schema validation.42 the graphic user interface of prosit system
• Phonon - multimedia API, provides simple multimedia
control.
• Qt3Support - provides classes that ease porting from Qt
3 to Qt 4.
• Qt Declarative module is a declarative framework for build-
ing ﬂuid user interfaces in QML.
2. Modules for working with Qt’s tools
• QtDesigner
• QtUiTools
• QtHelp
• QtTest
3. Modules for Unix developers
• QtDBus - a library to perform inter-process communica-
tion via D-Bus protocol.
4. Modules for Windows developers
• QAxContainer - an extension for accessing ActiveX con-
trols and COM objects.
• QAxServer - a static library to turn a standard Qt binary
into a COM server.
3.1.1.9 Use of native UI-rendering APIs
Qt used to emulate the native look of its intended platforms, which
occasionally led to slight discrepancies where that emulation was im-
perfect. Recent versions of Qt use the native style APIs of the different
platforms to query the platform for the desired appearance of the Qt
controls, and so do not suffer from such issues as much. One should
note that on some platforms (such as MeeGo and KDE) Qt is the
native API.
3.1.1.10 Metaobject compiler
The metaobject compiler, termed moc, is a tool that is run on the
sources of a Qt program. It interprets certain macros from the C++
code as annotations, and uses them to generate added C++ code with
Meta Information about the classes used in the program. This meta
information is used by Qt to provide programming features not avail-
able natively in C++: the signal/slot system, introspection and asyn-
chronous function calls.3.1 introduction 43
3.1.1.11 QtScript ECMAScript interpreter
QtScript is a cross-platform toolkit that allows developers to make
their Qt/C++ applications scriptable using an interpreted scripting
language: Qt Script (based on ECMAScript/JavaScript). From Qt
4.3.0 onward, the scripting API, which is based on QSA, is integrated
as a core part of Qt and is no longer a separate library.
3.1.1.12 Tools
• Qt Creator, a cross-platform
IDE for C++ and QML
qmake, a tool that auto-
mates the generation of
Makeﬁles for development
project across different plat-
forms
• Qt Designer
• Qt Assistant
• Qt Linguist
• lupdate
• lrelease
• lconvert
• QVFb
• makeqpf
• uic (User Interface Com-
piler)
• rcc (Resource Compiler)
• qtconﬁg
• qconﬁg
• qtdemo
• qt3to4
• qdbusxml2cpp
• D-Bus Viewer
• Qt Visual Studio Add-in
• Qt Eclipse Integration
• Qt Simulator
• Nokia Smart Installer for
Symbian
• qmlviewer
• Qt Quick, a QML based
user interface development
kit
3.1.2 The structure of the GUI
3.1.2.1 The structure of the interface
In this paragraph it will be shown the general structure of the graphic
user interface, describing the vary parts of it and the its mode of func-
tioning. The software Qt allows to develop the GUI in the two parts:
one part graphic, where it is possible to chose the arrangement and
the type of the images and buttons; and one part of programming,
where it is possible to have the management thereof, for example ac-
tive/disactive the button, to manage the active/disactive the image
with the events. The GUI developed is composed from two subparts,44 the graphic user interface of prosit system
as already said, one for the medical expert and one for the engineer
expert; by the button in the top of interface it is possible to choose
the page of interest like it’s shown in the ﬁg.20. The engineer part
Figure 20: The graphic user interface: the choice between the expert win-
dow(medical) or technical window
is composed from more things because the engineer has to have all
the useful informations to set the system in the correct mode. In this
parts there are three images like it’s shown in the ﬁg.21: the ultra-
sound image, both in 3-D both in 2-D, and the interface of the probe.
There are sliders to simulate the movement of the haptic probe (it
Figure 21: The technical window
will be described also in the next subparagraph) and in the bottom of
the page there are all sampled values that the system Prosit provides,
both for the probe and both for the robot. In the part of the probe
are provided the position articular, the position of reference the probe,
the translation z , the force emitted that it is the force measured in the3.1 introduction 45
patient site and return of force that is the force feedback in the expert
site. Are also provided the orientation of probe, in Euler angles, the
vertical position of the probe Z and the feedback force that it is trans-
mitted on the probe. In the part of robot there are similar measures:
there is again the articular position of the robot, there is the articu-
lar velocity of the robot, the vertical position Z of the end-effector, the
measured force of the end-effector and the velocity of the end-effector.
There are moreover the orientation and the speed of the end-effector
in the Euler angles. In the right of screen the expert engineer can
begin the connection by entering the IP address of the patient site
and pressing on connect to the patient. As in the par.1.3.1.1 and in
the par.1.8, it remembers that there are three types of probes and that
there are more modes to control the system; here it is possible choose
the mode of functioning according to the probe used and the system
utilized to control the robot. The mode of functioning that it can
choose are:
• Teleoperation passive FOB
• Teleoperation passive Probe 1
• Teleoperation Haptic hook Probe 1
• Teleoperation Haptic control stiffness
• Teleoperation Haptic variable wave Probe 1
• Teleoperation Articular Tecnical Control Mode
• Teleoperation Euler Tecnical Control Mode
• Teleoperation Euler Force Tecnical Control Mode
The medical part is composed from less things, in order to facilitate
the medic’s work: there are the ultrasound image and the interface of
the probes. There is again the same part of the engineer part where
he can connect the system easily and choose the mode of functioning.
3.1.2.2 The interface logic
The logical part of the GUI is very important. In the top of the inter-
face it can choose between some options:
• Mode
• Manual
• Graber
• Serving
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• Start server, to begin the teleoperation.
• Stop server, to stop the teleoperation.
• Initialization, to choose the format of ultrasound image and to
initialize the position of the robot.
• Simulator, it is a mode of functioning very useful to test the
system with the images of tests: in this mode it can move the
model of probe with the sliders to try and to see if the model
and the displacement of the probes is good.
• Robot, it is the real mode of functioning for the system.
• About, it is the mail address of GUI designer.
• Exit, to exit from the GUI.
The button Manual is activated only if in the mode simulator and it
can choose vary options:
• Manual, to begin the test in mode simulator.
• Stop, to ﬁnish the test in mode simulator.
All the buttons have been designed in order to mutual exclusion their
when the operator select a type of functioning: for example when the
operator choose the simulator mode the button with the robot mode
is obscured, the same thing between the start server-stop server and
between also the manual-stop mode. In the simulator mode, to man-
ually move the probe, it have been created a sliders and with their, it
is possible to move and to rotate respect the three axes of x,y,z.
3.2 the interface of the probes
To interface the probes it must insert the two models in an image
of GUI. For this work, it is necessary to save the blender model like
object ﬁle and after insert this object in the GUI by a function. The
input that arrive from the system are the orientation of the haptic
probe and of the end effector expressed as angles of Euler ZXZ; the
idea is, as there is already a function that starting from the ZYZ angles
returns the ﬁnal orientation of the probe u, to transform the matrix
from ZXZ angles to ZYZ angles. Once it found the ZYZ rotations, it
apply these angles to the function "TU vector" to ﬁnd the orientation
ﬁnal. In the following there will be shown the procedure step by
step. All the transformation matrices (special linear and orthogonal)3.2 the interface of the probes 47
can be expressed as the composition of three rotations ZYZ[21]. Put
H = ZXZ, this matrix can be seen(where c = cos and s = sin):
Rz()Ry()Rz(
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Now, it need ﬁnd the angles of Euler ZYZ; there are two cases: the
ﬁrst ones where the solutions are unique and the second ones where
the solutions are inﬁnite. If the values of the matrix h31 and h32 are
different to zero the solutions are uniques:
 = atan2(h23;h13) (19)
 = arccos(h33) (20)

 = atan2(h32;h31) (21)
In the other case, if the values of the matrix h31 and h32 are equal
to zero, the solutions are inﬁnite because the value of  can be 0 or
. Depending on the choice of this free coordinate the matrix can
change in two ways:
 = 0 ! H = Rz(+
) (22)
 =  ! H = Rz(-
) (23)
In the eq.(22) the matrix H is a easy rotation around the axis Z while
in the eq.(23) the matrix H is a combination of one rotation around the
axis Z and another ones around the axis X. In this work the solution
chosen in the case with the inﬁnite solutions is:
 = 0;  = 
 = arccosh11=2; (24)
The unique problem is that, in the case where the solutions are inﬁ-
nite, the function acos, unlike the function atan2, it doesn’t take into
account to the quadrant of the angle. Therefore, it has been added a
little part to search the quadrant and to return the exact value starting
to cosine and sine of the angle. The complete code is in appendixB.
But which point of the haptic or of the end effector probe is moved?
The reference is always in the contact part of the probe, but there is a
difference between reference of the blender model and the reference
of the Prosit system. In fact, the blender model has the reference with
the z-axis downwards while in the system prosit one has the y-axis
downwards. Therefore, to move the model of the probe, it is used a
change of reference, composed by a rotation of -90 degree around
x-axis and followed by a rotation of 90 degree around y-axis:
T =
2
6 6
4
1 0 0
0 cos90 sin90
0 sin90 cos90
3
7 7
5
2
6 6
4
cos90 0 -sin90
0 1 0
sin90 0 cos90
3
7 7
5 (25)48 the graphic user interface of prosit system
Then, it remembers that to change the coordinate of the point in the
new system of reference, it serves to have the inverse matrix that, in
the case of the transformation matrix, is equal to transposed matrix:
h
x0 y0 z0
i
= Tt
h
x y z
i
(26)
3.3 the test of the project
In the month of septembre 2012 the team PROSIT met at the labo-
ratory Prisme to execute the test on the robot. The test have been
effectuated with the robot PROSIT 2, after some problems met with
the robot PROSIT 1. The architecture of the robot, as already ex-
plained in the par.1.7, is composed from many computer, each with
different functions. All the code to allow the control and the com-
munication in the tele-echography chain has been developed on the
platform "Eclipse" and has been thought as a modular structure. Each
module has its own function and communication between the mod-
ules is controlled by several supervisor modules. The communication
between the expert site, the patient site and the computer vision has
been done with the use of the socket in a asynchronous communi-
cation client / server. After to have restored these communication,
where the candidate has participated actively, the tests are began. In
fact, with the modular structure it’s possible test the electronic card of
the robot and the electronic card of the haptic probe, to see and to val-
idate own functioning. This one has been the ﬁrst step that the team
has tested. Subsequently, the candidate has tested his work; the ﬁnal
result is very good. The movement of the two 3d models of the hap-
tic probe and of the end-effector of the robot has not been tested be-
cause there were some problems downstream of this work: the work
has been thought for the robot PROSIT 1 and therefore there were
many things to change; moreover, the direct geometric model didn’t
response in correct mode, giving the Angle of Euler incorrectly; also,
the connection between the expert site and the patient site had some
problems of communication, particularly in the protocol TCP / UDP,
but after, this problem has been solved. However, one good local test
has been executed between the GUI and the robot PROSIT 2: it has
been tested the correct connection with the GUI and the robot, and
the correct orientation of the 3d model of the haptic probe driving
the robot directly by the GUI with a speciﬁc tools created ad hoc. The
test has been very good because the orientation of the 3d models and
the orientation of the robot were the same. Moreover the candidate
has done some conﬁdential video of this test.4
STUDY OF THE HAPTIC PROBE 2: DYNAMIC
MODEL AND RESPONSE TIME
4.1 introduction
In this chapter it will be shown a study of the second haptic probe for
the project Prosit. As already said, one of the objectives of the tele-
echography project is to ensure the return of force from the patient
site; for this reason the haptic probe in the expert site must have a
mechanical and electrical part able to reproduce this force. After a
introduction on the mechanical and electrical structure of the probe
2, it will be studied two main aspects: the dynamic model and the
response time of the probe. The dynamic model is designed with
the software Matlab, particularly through the use of simulink, after
a study of the dynamic equations that bind the force of the expert
and the return the force from the patient site. In this model it will
be done numerous observations to make the system as realistic as
possible and to optimize the response time of the haptic probe.
4.1.1 The mechanical model of the probe
The probe has a speciﬁc mechanical system to transmit and to feel
to the medical expert the return of the force that it represents the
interactions between the echography probe on the robot slave and
patient’s body. The force in the patient site is captured through a force
sensor and is sent to the medical expert via satellite or via ethernet.
The slave force can be seen like the force that is proportional at the
translation of the probe and the stiffness of the patient’s body; this
concept is shown in the following equation:
Fslave = -Kaz (27)
Where:
• Fsalve is the force that returns to expert site.
• Ka is a medium stiffness measured on the patient’s body.
• z is the translation of the system.
The return of force is transmitted through a particular mechanical
system. This system is composed by a torque motor, to generate the
necessary torque to reproduce the exact force; a pair of pulleys, to
convert the rotatory motion of the motor in the linear movement of
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Figure 22: Model of the Haptic Probe
the haptic probe; a pair of wires, to pair the pulleys and the part mo-
bile of the probe and a spring, to pair the ﬁxed part and the mobile
part of the haptic probe. In the ﬁg.22 is shown the complete model.
The force FH is the force that the medical expert applies on the haptic
probe to change the vertical position of the end-effector of the robot
in order to view the better ultrasound image. This force is not pre-
dictable and it is not model; but in the study it has seen that the force
is variable in a range to 0-9 N.
4.1.2 The mechanical equation
To ﬁnd the equation of equilibrium it applies the fundamental prin-
ciple of dynamics, considering the gravity forces negligible in front
of the others forces applied and, in a ﬁrst time, considering a perfect
mechanism of transformation the movement(without losses). With:4.1 introduction 51
• FH: Force exerted by the expert on the probe.
• FM: Resultant force exerted by the motor-pulley system on the
mobile part of the probe.
• Fr: Force exerted by the spring on the mobile part of the probe.
• M: Mobile part mass with integrated inertia pulleys.
The equation of the dynamic equilibrium is:
FH +FM -Fr = M¨ z (28)
And:
FM = T1 -T2 ! (T1 -T2)r = Cpul (29)
Where:
• T1,T2: Tension forces in the Kevlar wire.
• Cpul: Pulley torque.
• K: Stiffness of the spring.
• r: Rolling up ray of the pulley.
If we consider the mechanical equation of the rotor, we can write:
Cpul = Cm-Jpul ˙ 
 (30)
Jpul = J2 (31)

 =
˙ z
r
(32)
Where:
• CM: Motor torque(including mechanical losses in the gear speed
reducer).
• JM: Inertia rotor.
• Jpul: Inertia rotor expressed on the pulley axis.
• : Reduction of speed reducer.
The combination of the precedent equations gives us the relation be-
tween FH, z and the motor torque CM:
FH +
CM
r
-
J ˙ 

r
-Kz = M¨ z (33)
And, the speed can be seen as:

 =
˙ z
r
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Therefore, it arrives the ﬁnal equation:
FH +
CM
r
-
J¨ z
r2 -Kz = M¨ z (35)
To obtain the equilibrium dynamic between the slave and master force
it obtain the equation of the slave force:
Fslave =
CM
r
-
J¨ z
r2 -Kz (36)
Another one objective is to calculate the necessary torque that the
motor has to provide in order that the medical expert feels the same
force feedback from the patient site:
CM = rFslave +
J¨ z
r
+rKz (37)
This equations will be used to build a dynamic model to simulate the
system.
4.1.3 The dynamic model of the system
To build the dynamic model of the system it will be used the equa-
tions obtained in the last chapter. The idea is to obtain the accelera-
tion of the system through the dynamic equilibrium between the slave
and master force, assuming the master force an input of the system,
and the slave force, as already said, proportional to the translation z
of the system:
¨ z =
FH +Fslave
M
(38)
and, having the acceleration of the system, it is possible to have,
through two integrations, the speed and the position of the system.
Having modeled the force slave like the eq.(27), the equation of the
haptic probe can be seen like the second order system, with the
adding of damping dynamic:
FH = M¨ z+Kv˙ z+Kaz (39)
One time that it ﬁnd the position, speed and acceleration of the sys-
tem, it possible to obtain the necessary torque with the eq.(37). As-
suming that the motor torque is directly proportional to the current
of the motor through a torque constant:
CM = KtI (40)
Then, the reference of the current of the motor will be:
I =
CM
Kt
(41)
After a regulation of the current loop of the motor it will be the torque
wanted. To verify that the slave force that the medical expert feels
from the motor action is the same calculated in the eq.(27) it is utilized
previously in the eq.(36).4.1 introduction 53
4.1.4 The Direct Model of the Probe
The model of the haptic probe is regulated by the eq.(38). Inserting
the damping dynamic, it is possible see the second order system:
FH = M¨ z+Kv˙ z+Kaz (42)
And the parameter of this system are:
wn =
r
Ka
M
(43)
 =
Kv
2
p
KaM
(44)
The scheme of this model is shown in the ﬁg.23:
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Figure 23: Direct model of the Haptic Probe
4.1.5 The model of the motor
In the ﬁrst time, to test the functionality of the scheme, is used a
scheme of the DC motor(ﬁg.38). The input of the motor, to control
the torque, is the current calculated in the eq.(41). This current, is
compared with the other current calculated, and, passing for the con-
troller, generates the exact voltage for the motor. After the pass of the
voltage for the part electrical it will get the motor current:
I =
V
R+sL
(45)
The current is then multiplied for the torque constant to obtain the
exactly necessary torque that, passing for the mechanical load of the
motor, gives in output the velocity of the motor.
sm =
Cm
B+sJ
(46)54 study of the haptic probe 2: dynamic model and response time
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Figure 24: Model of the motor
4.1.5.1 The controller of the current
In this context, the output of the system is the torque calculated. To
have a good tracking of the reference it is necessary to calculate a
good controller of the system; the loop of the current is described by
the following transfer function:
GE =
1
Kt
(R+sL)(B+sJ)
K2
t+1
(B+s
J
Kt
) (47)
With the parameter of the motor, the transfer function of the current
has this Root locus and Bode plot like in the ﬁg.25. To control this
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Figure 25: Root locus and Bode plot of the current loop
system it have been looked the two parameters:4.2 simulation of the system 55
• Phase Margin
• Bandwidth
The controller calculated is the followed:
C(S) =
2.6e6
s
(48)
The results with this controller are very good and are showed the
Root locus and Bode plot after to have inserted the controller in the
chain(ﬁg.26). With this controller the performance is very good: it is
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Figure 26: Root locus and Bode plot of the current loop more the controller
obtained a good phase margin, about 55 degree, and a good band-
width, about 1,84e4rad
s . It is possible to test the loop of the motor
applying a ideal reference of current and seeing the output of the
system; the result is shown in the ﬁg.27. The system follows the ref-
erence very well.
4.2 simulation of the system
4.2.1 Size of the system
For the simulation of the system it is necessary sizing the second
order system in order to obtain a damped response and the fastest
possible. Like in the equation (42) it possible see that, to obtain a
good results, the system must be composed from two real poles and,
moreover, these poles have to be in the high frequency. To satisfy
the ﬁrst condition it is necessary that the discriminant of the two56 study of the haptic probe 2: dynamic model and response time
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Figure 27: Test of the current loop
solutions of the equation is zero; seeing that the two solutions are
equal:
p1,2 =
-Kv
M 
q
K2
v
M2 -4Ka
M
2
(49)
and therefore the condition sought is the following:
Kv = 2
p
KaM (50)
With this condition the poles will be real and coincident:
p1,2 = -
Kv
2M
= -
2
p
KaM
2M
= -
r
Ka
M
(51)
To satisfy the second condition, knowing that the parameter Ka is
ﬁxed, it is necessary that the mass of mobile part is as small as possi-
ble. In the ﬁg.28 is shown the root locus of the system dimensioned
as stated above. Below it will be done a study and evaluation of the
rise time of the system varying only the mass of the mobile part. It
will be evaluated the range of mass between 20g and 80g in the ﬁg.29,
ﬁg.30, ﬁg.31 and ﬁg.33. The result is shown in the table:
-
-
Mass[g] 20 40 60 80
Rise time[s] 0.026 0.037 0.045 0.052
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Figure 28: Root locus of system of second-order reduced
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Figure 30: Rise time of system of second-order with a mass of 40g
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Figure 32: Rise time of system of second-order with a mass of 80g
Figure 33: Rise time of system of second-order with a mass of 80g60 study of the haptic probe 2: dynamic model and response time
4.3 simulation and conclusion
The ﬁnal result is to see if the slave force produced by motor torque is
the same that the slave forced product through the eq.(27). To obtain
this result the torque in output from the model of motor is put in the
eq.(36). The ﬁnal result is shown in the ﬁg.34 and in the ﬁg.35 with
an average value of the mass of 50 g. Generally, the motor doesn’t
Figure 34: Compare for the ﬁnal result
Figure 35: Compare for the ﬁnal result more detail
provide all the necessary torque to produce the slave force but only
a part, that it can be seen like the calculated torque multiplied for a
coefﬁcient:
Cproduced = KcCcalculated (52)
Usually, it can assume the coefﬁcient Kc  0.6. After this assumption
the end result is modiﬁed as in ﬁg.36. In conclusion it can say that the4.3 simulation and conclusion 61
Figure 36: Compare for the ﬁnal result with the torque coefﬁcient
system responds very well. The response time of the system depend
from the following factors:
• A good sizing of the system: in fact it is seen that the system
with the mass of mobile part very little responds much faster
then the system with a big mass.
• The control loop of the current in the motor: in fact, a good
control of the current allows a good and fast enslavement of
reference. It can improve the control avoiding a leakage oscilla-
tions about the current reference.
In this study several assumptions were made:
• The Fslave has been modeled like the force proportional to a
translation through a coefﬁcient ﬁxed Ka; a future work is to
model this coefﬁcient taking into account also the breathing of
the patient(like in the eq.(16).
• To obtain a good response in the direct model of the probe has
been introduced a haptic coefﬁcient damping. We must verify
the real possibility of achieving a damper inside the probe.
• The motor has been modeled like a DC motor. It is necessary to
change the scheme of this motor with a AC motor brushless.62 study of the haptic probe 2: dynamic model and response time
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Figure 38: Model of the motor(more in detail)5
WORTEX 2012 AND BIBE 2012
5.1 introduction
The works and the results found have been tested in a event cre-
ated with the collaboration of more institutes. This events is called
"Wortex 2012"(WOrld Wide Robotised Tele-Echography eXperiment -
2012) and it is born in order to give demonstrations of remote tele-
echography system in order to bring this technology into states or
countries where it is not yet widespread and, at the same time, to
advertise the product so that it is used in hospitals in the future by
increasing the level technology in the medical department. At this
demonstration have participated many institutes and people:
• France, Bourges, Prisme Laboratory: in this place the manip-
ulation has been effectuated in a part of the laboratory with a
robot Otelo and the passive probe; the team in this institute was
composed from Chiccoli Marco, the candidate of this document;
Juan Sebastian Sandoval, a colombian intern and also with the
help of Nicola Carretta, a italian intern; Noura Ayadi, a tunisian
PhD and Nicola Morettes, a french researcher.
• Cyprus, Limassol, CUT : in this place the manipulation has been
performed from Sotos Voskarides, a professor of the University
of Limassol and from Sotiris Avgousti, a researcher at the same
university.
• USA, Vermont, University of Vermont: in this place the manip-
ulation has been effectuated from Cyril Novales and Laurence
Josserand, two professor of IUT of Bourges, with the help of the
local professor in Vermont, Tobey Clark.
• Peru, Lima, Lima Maternity : in this place the manipulation
has been effectuated from Pierre Vieyres, a professor of IUT of
Bourges, with the help of the local professor Rossana Rivas.
• Perù, Arequipa, Arequipa Maternity: in this place the manipu-
lation has been effectuated always from Pierre Vieyres with the
help of the local staff.
The demonstration has been executed in the week from 6th june to
13th june; in the next chapter will be shown the total program of the
demonstration. Moreover, in this chapter will be showed also the
article written from the team of laboratory Prisme that it will be pre-
sented in the conference in Cyprus called Bibe 2012. The article is en-
titled "A predictive control approach and interactive GUI to enhance
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distal environment rendering during robotized tele-echography(Interactive
platform for robotized telechography)" and it is composed by three
parts: the predictive control(Juan Sebastian Sandoval, Laboratory Prisme),
the graphic user interface(Chiccoli Marco, Laboratory Prisme) and
the lines of communication(Sotiris Avgousti, CUT Cyprus).
Figure 39: Wortex 2012 Logo
5.2 wortex 2012
5.2.1 Connection of system
As ﬁrst thing it will be shown how it connects the global system to
effectuate the test and the demonstration. The connection can be of
two types:
1. Ethernet: the lines of communication between the expert station
and the network is composed by a ethernet cable and also the
communication between the patient station and the network is
composed by a ethernet cable.
2. Satellite: the lines of communication between the expert station
and the network is composed by a satellite while the communi-5.2 wortex 2012 67
cation between the patient station and the network is composed
by a ethernet cable.
To render the explication more easy are shown the two ﬁgures that
represent the scheme of connection with the cable ethernet(ﬁg.40) and
with the satellite(ﬁg.41).
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5.2.1.1 Connection scheme by cable ethernet
In this conﬁguration there are two stations, the expert and the patient,
connected through the network ethernet. In the expert site there is a
passive probe, connected to the box "Control Probe" which in turn is
connected to the box "Expert Station". The box "Control Probe" serve
to control the movement of the probe. The "Expert Station" serve to
set all the IP address of :
• Expert Station
• Expert Mask
• Expert Port
• Server IP
• Patient IP
• Patient Port
The expert station is feeded from the voltage 220V in Europe and
110V in USA. In the patient site there is the robot that is connected to
box "Patient Station"; the latter serves to set the IP address of:
• Patient IP
• Patient Mask
• Patient Port
• Server IP
5.2.1.2 Connection scheme by satellite
The connection scheme with the satellite is a bit different from the
previously. The "Expert Station" is connected always to the part for
the passive probe and serves to set the same IP address of before. In
this scheme there is also a switch ethernet: this one is connected to a
user PC to set its conﬁguration put the IP address of the satellite, the
mask, the port, the gateway and the DNS. The switch is connected
to an antenna that transmits the data to the satellite. Then the satel-
lite transmits all information to another antenna in Denmark, that,
through the internet connection, send the information to the patient
site. In the patient station there is again the box "Patient Station" that
serves to set the same IP address of before.
5.2.2 Zones interesting of the body for the test
To execute the test and to have the same results in all the place it has
been adopted a common criterion: the echography have to be done in
speciﬁc parts of the patient’s body. In the next ﬁg.42 is represented a5.2 wortex 2012 69
scheme of the human’s body and the name of the parts that the medic
has to visit. There are three main zones; the their speciﬁc names are:
Figure 42: Body’sParts that the medical expert has to visit
1. Gall Bladder
2. Aorta Pancreas
3. Right Kidney
5.2.3 Calendar of the tests
To do all tests in mode ordered and in order to respect the time zone
of the various countries it has been done a time table to be met in
order to work without to have overlapping of manipulations. After
many discussions, it is arrived to a common solutions to all the sites.
5.2.4 Results of tests and pubblicity of the event
The results of these tests have been very important: in fact this tech-
nology has been known in countries of the world where was totally
unknown. The test have had success without big problems. The only
problem has been the orientation of the passive probe: in fact when
the system is on for the ﬁrst time the robot executes a handling to ini-
tialize its three axis in a initial position; in this case the passive probe
has to have the same orientation of the end-effector of the robot in
order that, when the expert begins the manipulation, the same ori-
entation is maintained throughout the test. During the echography,
when the expert ﬁnds a interesting point, can stop his passive probe
pushed a button in the box "control probe"; when he rehabilitates the
functionality of the probe with the same button it loses the orientation
between the probe and the end-effector. Therefore, the expert must70 wortex 2012 and bibe 2012
(a) Pierre Vieyres with the doctors in Are-
quipa.
(b) The doctor from the Bourges’s hospi-
tal.
Figure 43: Demonstration of tele-echography; Expert : Bourges(France), Pa-
tient: Arequipa (Peru)
(a) The patient site in Bourges. (b) The patient site in Vermont.
Figure 44: Two sites patient: Bourges(France) and Vermont(USA)
be able to recover the orientation of the probe looking the end-effector
of the robot. All the test have been followed from many agency ad-
vertising agencies of various countries. The tests were accompanied
by interviews conducted by Zoe Morrison and Ann Robertson from
University of Edinburgh on this new technology adopted, each re-
spondent’s opinion on this technology and future prospects. In the
next ﬁg.43,44 are shown the images that represented the main mo-
ments of the tests.
5.3 bibe 2012
5.3.1 Introduction
Bibe is a IEEE 12th International Conference on BioInformatics and
BioEngineering and it will be set in Cyprus, Larnaca, in the Novem-
ber 11-13[2].5.3 bibe 2012 71
5.3.1.1 Aim and Scope
The annual IEEE International Conference on Bioinformatics and Bio-
engineering cover complementary disciplines that hold great promise
for the advancement of research and development in complex med-
ical and biological systems, agriculture, environment, public health,
drug design, and so on. Research and development in these two areas
are impacting the science and technology of ﬁelds such as medicine,
food production, forensics, etc. by advancing fundamental concepts
in molecular biology and in medicine, by helping us understand liv-
ing organisms at multiple levels, by developing innovative implants
and bio-prosthetics, and by improving tools and techniques for the
detection, prevention and treatment of 1diseases. The BIBE series pro-
vides a common platform for the cross fertilization of ideas, and to
help shape knowledge and scientiﬁc achievements by bridging these
two very important and complementary disciplines into an interac-
tive and attractive forum. Keeping this objective in mind, BIBE solic-
its original contributions in the following non exclusive lists of areas.
5.3.2 The laboratory Prisme’s article
The team of laboratory Prisme has decided to participate at the con-
ference with a article. The article is divided in three main parts all
relevant to the robotized tele-echography concepts: after a little intro-
duction, the ﬁrst part has been written by Juan Sebastian Sandoval
and talks about his project on the predictive model control for the ar-
chitecture in the bilateral system; the second part has been written by
Chiccoli Marco and talks about the GUI in the tele-echography sys-
tem and the project in the laboratory; the third part has been written
by Sotiris Avgousti and talks about the line of communication. The
ﬁnal result is that the article has been accepted for the conference. In
the appendix A is shown the complete article.CONCLUSION
Finally, two main works are developed in this document:
1. The design of a graphic user interface with a new functioning
for the medical expert.
2. A study on a new haptic device.
The graphic user interface has been developed with the software
nokia Qt and is divided in two subparts: one technical, where the en-
gineer expert can set up and test all system; and one medical, where
there are the ultrasound image and the interface of the probes. For
this interface the candidate has developed two 3D models, a model
of the haptic probe and a model of the real probe in the patient site.
To execute a tele-echography, the data have to be sent in the line
of transmission clashing with, in some case, delay times that can be
ﬁxed or variable, note or estimated, and, they can inﬂuence the per-
formances (transparency/stability) of the teleoperation system. For
this reason, when the medical expert moves his haptic probe, due to
these delay times, the echography image that he is seeing may not
correspond to the same point on the patient’s body that instead he
thinks to see. To help the medical expert to overcome this difﬁculty
the candidate has created this interface of the probe, that allows to
confront the two positions of the haptic probe and the end-effector
to the robot, in order to understand the exact point that he is seeing
in that precise instant. As second work the candidate has done a
study on a new haptic device: after a introduction on the mechanical
and electrical structure, it have been studied the dynamic model and
the response time of the probe. The movement of the two 3d mod-
els of the haptic probe and of the end-effector of the robot has not
been tested because there were some problems downstream of this
work: the work has been thought for the robot PROSIT 1 (the test
have been effectuated with the platform PROSIT 2 due to some prob-
lem on the platform PROSIT 1) and therefore there were many things
to change; moreover, the direct geometric model didn’t response in
correct mode, giving the Angle of Euler incorrectly; and, as last thing,
the connection between the expert site and the patient site had some
problems of communication, particularly in the protocol TCP/UDP,
but after, this problem has been solved. However, one good local test
has been executed between the GUI and the robot PROSIT 2: it has
been tested the correct connection with the GUI and the robot, and
the correct orientation of the 3d model of the haptic probe driving
the robot directly by the GUI with a speciﬁc tools created ad hoc. The
test has been very good because the orientation of the 3d models and
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the orientation of the robot were the same. Moreover the candidate
has done some conﬁdential video of this test. Also the study of the
haptic device has led to good results. After to have created a dynamic
model of the probe, it has been calculated the necessary torque to re-
produce the force on the medic’s hand and it has been developed a
control current loop of the motor. The model responds very well; in
fact, the graphic to compare the force generated by the motor and
the force modelized as slave force (feedback force) have been shown
highlighting the correct functioning. Then, it has been sized the sys-
tem in order to obtain a damped response and the fastest possible. A
good result have been found showing as the response time changes
depending on the mobile mass used. Finally, the works developed
have been valued in two events: WORTEX 2012, born in order to give
demonstrations of remote tele-echography system in order to bring
this technology into states or countries where it is not yet widespread
and, at the same time, to advertise the product so that it is used in
hospitals in the future by increasing the level technology in the med-
ical department; BIBE 2012, a IEEE 12th International Conference on
BioInformatics and BioEngineering in the November 2012, in Cyprus.
There are some future works that should be implemented; hereafter
the candidate will propose some ones:
1. If it will be possible, to test the correct orientation of the two 3D
model during a complete tele-echography demonstration.
2. To improve the model of the probe:
• To modelize the stiffness coefﬁcient taking into account
also the breathing of the patient.
• We must verify the real possibility of achieving a damper
inside the probe.
• It is necessary to change the scheme of DC motor with a
AC motor brushless, with also the control of current and
the command of inverter(PWM).
3. After some discussion with the medical team, it’s possible to im-
prove the echography exam adding a new axis on the robot: a
horizontal translation. Obviously, this movement should be im-
posed and then sampled in the expert site; the haptic probe has
a central inertial that gives the his orientation but not the trasla-
tion. To have also the traslation sampled it has been thought to
use a touch pad device, where the medical expert will move the
haptic probe to execute his exam, in order to have both the mea-
sure of the orientation both the measure of the traslation. On
this device the candidate has began to work conﬁguring and
testing the touch pad with a good results. The next step will be
interface the touch pad with the tele-operation chain.APPENDIX
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THE ARTICLE IEEE
The article has been accepted for the conference and it will be pre-
sented in the november 2012 in Cyprus. The article is shown in the
next page.
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Abstract—Performing  a  robotized  telemedicine  act  via  specific 
networks brings forth two issues. One is transparency in order to 
enable  the  operator,  e.g.  the  medical  ultrasound  specialist,  to 
safely  and  accurately  perform  bilateral  tele-operation  tasks 
despite the long time delays inherent to the communication link. 
To counter these effects, two strategies are combined to improve, 
at the operator site, the rendering of the interactions between the 
remote robotic systems with its environment (i.e. the patient), and 
the control of the robot’s orientation. The first approach is the 
development of a new control architecture based on an internal 
model providing an anticipated value of the distant environment 
stiffness; it is complemented with a graphic user interface (GUI) 
which provides the expert with the real-time relative position of 
the haptic probe with the robot’s end effector for a better tele-
operated control. These combined strategies provide the expert 
with an improved interactive tool for a tele-diagnosis. 
Keywords—bilateral  architecture;  tele-echography;  medical 
robotic; GUI; force feedback 
I.   INTRODUCTION 
Robotized  tele-echography  has  been  developed  since  the 
mid-nineties  to  compensate  for  the  insufficient  numbers  of 
ultrasound (US) experts and their regrouping in large medical 
care  facilities  centers,  resulting  in  a  growing  number  of 
medically  isolated  areas.  Ultrasound  imaging  is  a  low  cost, 
reliable  and  non-invasive  technique  used  routinely  in 
hospitals;  however,  it  is  an  expert-dependent  technique, 
meaning that the experts can only make a diagnosis when they 
are able to combine anatomical knowledge with the current 
orientation of the probe and its position on the patient’s body 
and the analysis of the ultrasound images. In [1], Arbeille has 
shown  that  robotized  tele-echography  offers  radiologists  a 
solution to making real time diagnoses for remotely located 
patients with results comparable to diagnoses using standard 
local  echography.  This  robotized  approach  is  more  reliable 
than the basic tele-ultrasound modality presented in the 90’s 
[2, 3]. Several research teams [4-11] have been developing, 
with various constraints and objectives (e.g. ultrasound scan, 
needle insertion, prostate biopsy), tele-operated robotized tele- 
    
a      b 
Figure  1:  (a)  positioning  of  the  light-weight  (<  3  kg)  Prosit
1 robot  on  the 
patient (b) haptic probe held by the expert for the orientation of the remote 
ultrasound probe holder robot  
 
echography  systems  using  portable  ultrasound  devices  via 
standard communication networks (i.e. internet and satellite). 
During the tele-echography procedure, a paramedical assistant 
positions  the  probe-holder  serial  robot  on  a  predetermined 
anatomical  location  and  maintains  it  on  the  patient’s  body 
(Fig. 1a). The medical expert, using a haptic probe developed 
by Essomba et al. [12], achieves a position open-loop control 
of the remotely located robot orientations (Fig. 1b). The role 
of the haptic probe is two fold: one is the rendering of the 
contact  force  applied  by  the  real  ultrasound  probe  on  the 
patient’s  skin,  the  other  is  the  recording  of  the  medical 
expert’s gestures to be reproduced by the remote robot’s end 
effector.  The  patient’s  ultrasound  image  is  the  only 
information fed back to the medical specialist who analyzes it 
in real time and provides a diagnosis. 
However,  performing  a  robotized  tele-echography  via 
specific  networks  raises  two  issues.  One  is  transparency  in 
order  to  enable  the  operator,  i.e.  the  medical  ultrasound 
specialist,  to  perform  precisely  and  safely  bilateral  tele-
operation  tasks  despite  time  delays  inherent  in  the  chosen 
communication  link  (e.g.  Wi-Fi,  satellite);  therefore,  a 
bilateral control architecture is necessary to feedback at the 
expert site the contact force between the remote robot and its 
environment (i.e. the patient). The second issue is knowledge 
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78of  the  accurate  positioning  of  the  robot’s  end-effector  with 
respect to the haptic probe’s current position, which effects the 
analysis of the received ultrasound images on which the expert 
relies to give a diagnosis; this information has to be embedded 
in the Expert Graphic User Interface (GUI) to provide better 
information about the remote robot’s behavior. 
This paper addresses with these two issues and presents a 
new control approach to compensate for the long time delays 
of the communication links, to provide an anticipative force 
feedback to the expert site, combined with an interactive GUI 
to provide the expert with an accurate understanding of the 
orientations of the remote ultrasound probe in contact with the 
patient’s  body.  The  proposed  combined  approaches  are 
designed  to  improve  the  performances  of  tele-echography 
robots when using long time delays communication links. The 
paper  is  organized  as  follows:  the  telemedicine 
communication protocols network is discussed in part II, part 
III  presents  the  robotized  tele-echography  concept,  and  the 
needs for a protocol for its safe functioning with respect to 
patients.  Part  IV  introduces  the  new  control  architecture 
developed to anticipate the  contact  force  between  the  robot 
and  its  environment  and  the  simulation  results.  Finally,  the 
GUI virtual tool, that provided a complementary tool for the 
medical expert to give a diagnosis, is presented. 
II.  TELEMEDICINE  COMMUNICATION NETWORK 
Telemedicine  applications  can  be  categorized  as  requiring 
low, medium or high bandwidth transmission. The range of 
network  choices  for  telemedicine  in  recent  years  have 
included wired communications technologies (plain telephone 
lines),  ISDN  and  ADSL.  Nowadays  options  include  more 
modern  technologies,  digital  land-lines  or  cellular/wireless, 
broadband  networks  such  as  broadband  Integrated  Services 
Digital  Network  (BISDN)  with  the  Asynchronous  Transfer 
Mode (ATM), as well as satellite networks, Wireless Local 
Area Network (WLAN) and Bluetooth, allow the operation of 
ambulatory and mobile telemedicine systems [13]. It should be 
noted  that  when  considering  telemedicine  and 
telecommunications technologies, it is important to evaluate 
not only their capabilities and cost/performance trade-off but 
also  the  general  technical  development  [14].  Regarding  the 
transmission  of  medical  data  there  are  no  theoretical 
bandwidth  requirements.  The  range  and  complexity  of 
telecommunication  technology  requirements  vary  with  the 
specificity  and  characteristics  of  the  given  telemedicine 
application; generally a lack of bandwidth is interpreted as a 
longer  transmission  time  [15].  Table  I  gives  the  bandwidth 
needed for some telemedicine real time transmission. 
Standard GSM can only provide data-transfer speeds of up to 
9.6 kbps, that only allows real-time small data transmission. 
GPRS and Edge theoretically allows transfer up to 171 Kb/s 
and 384 kb/s respectively, but all users in a communication 
cell share the same bandwidth. It can reliably be used for real-
time  small  data  transfer  or  at  least  a  reasonable  quality 
ambiance video [16]. The 3G cell phone technologies, based 
on  UMTS  may  support  up  to  1.75Mb/s,  and  can  support 
384kb/s transmissions for medical images [17].  
TABLE I. MINIMUM BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENT                                            
FOR REAL-TIME TRANSMISSION 
Data Type 
Minimum Bandwidth 
Required for Real-
time transmission 
Digital blood pressure  8 Kb/s 
Digital thermometer  8 Kb/s 
Oxygen saturation meter  8 Kb/s 
Electrocardiogram  16 Kb/s 
Ultrasound  320 Kb/s 
Dermatology (high resolution and color)  384 Kb/s 
Scanned x-ray  384 Kb/s 
Mammogram  384 Kb/s 
CT   384 Kb/s 
Video + audio conference  320+64 Kb/s 
 
Wi-Fi Lan (802.11g, 802.11n) can support from 54Mb/s up to 
300Mb/s bandwidth,but must be very well controlled to avoid 
too  many  collisions  and  have  real  limitations  in  terms  of 
mobility  and  coverage  [18].  Nowadays,  wired 
communications using dedicated digital lines with high baud 
rates  are  present  in  all  hospitals  and  can  be  used  for 
telemedicine  applications  between  two  hospitals.  The 
connection  to  mobile  or  isolated  area  may  use  commercial 
links  with  high  baud  rate,  such  as  ASDL,  or  high  cost 
geostationary satellite communications. 
In  all  cases,  transmission  using  IP  protocols  is  highly 
recommended.  The  protocol  remains  always  the  same, 
whatever the communication links used. Connection oriented 
protocols,  such  as  Transmission  Control  Protocol  (TCP/IP), 
can be used for basic connection (i.e. control data to ensure the 
devices connections) but is not suitable for images or videos 
transmission  [19,  20].  Intrinsically,  this  kind  of  protocol 
reduces the network rate when the transmission reaches the 
speed limitation of one of the link of the network chain due to 
the repetition of packet loss. Connectionless protocols such as 
User  data  Protocol  (UDP)  are  better  adapted  for  images  or 
videos, and are not sensitive to the latter problem; the down 
side is that it does not offer any guarantees that information 
will  be  delivered  to  the  final  destination.  For  real-time 
telemedicine,  the  choice  is  simple:  it  is  better  to  loose  one 
image than to overload and block a communication link. In the 
robotized tele-echography application presented in this paper, 
we  used  a  connection-oriented  protocol  to  ensure  the 
connection  between  the  distant  sites,  and  connectionless 
protocol for data/images transmission. When a control loop is 
required  through  the  network  (e.g.  control  a  remote  robot), 
data  are  sent  using  UDP.  For  this  specific  medical  tele-
operated robotic application, to avoid a mechanical divergence 
of the robot when data loss occurs and for the patient safety, 
data sent are not robot joint velocity or torque set points but 
position  set  points.  Hence  in  case  of  data  loss,  the  robot 
remains oriented  in the last received data position. Specific 
protocol (e.g. hybrid connected–connectionless) are developed 
to control robots through the network, but are not normalized  
[21].  Once  the  protocol  is  well  defined  for  a  given 
telemedicine application, the users have to face with the time 
varying delay inherent to the chosen communication link and 
its consequences on the stability and transparency properties 
79for  the  tele-operated  robotic  system;  Solutions  to  maintain 
transparency  and  stability  properties  during  the  tele-
echography  medical  act  are  discussed  in  the  following 
sections. 
III.  PRESENTATION AND ISSUES OF THE ROBOTISED         
TELE-ECHOGRAPHY SYSTEM 
A.  The tele-echography platform 
The system includes three parts linked to each other: the 
expert  station  (i.e.  the  operator),  the  patient  station  and  the 
communication  link  that  enables  data  exchange  between  the 
two stations (Fig. 2.).  
•  The expert (Master) station: the  specialist  uses  a  haptic 
fictive ultrasound probe to control the robot end-effector 
holding the real ultrasound probe. The haptic device allows 
the  expert  to  feel  the  interactions  between  the  distal 
environment  (i.e.  the  patient’s  body)  and  the  real 
ultrasound probe. 
•  The  patient  (Slave)  station:  the  robot  carrying  the  real 
ultrasound  probe  is  positionned  and  maintained  on  the 
patient by an assistant. The robotic probe holder system 
reproduces the medical expert’s gestures during the tele-
echography procedure thanks to the haptic device. 
•  The communication link: the communication network links 
the expert station to the patient station. Depending on the 
requirements and availability at the sites involved, a tele-
operation  system  may  use  different  types  of 
communication  links  (e.g.  WLAN,  Satellite).  However, 
these  network  links  may  generate  transmission  varying 
time delays, which hinder the overall robotic tele-operation 
and force feedback rendering at the expert site. In addition, 
a videoconferencing system is used for visual and auditory 
interactions  between  the  expert,  the  patient  and  the 
assistant, and to transfer the ultrasound images from the 
patient station to the expert station. 
B.  Constraints of the tele-operated medical procedure  
A  robotic  tele-echography  system  must  provide  the 
specialist  with  the  best  working  conditions  for  a  remote 
medical  consultation  and  ensure  safety  for  the  patient. 
However, the use of the communication links between Expert 
and Patient stations introduces variable time delays that may 
lead to disturbances in the system stability and deterioration in 
the reference trajectory tracking generated by the expert [22]. 
Figure 3 shows different transmission delays round trip time 
measured  using  an  Inmarsat  satellite  communications  from 
different  European  locations.  The  average  time  of  these 
transmission delays is about 1 second with an average variation 
of 200ms. These long time variable delays indicate a need the 
development  of  specific  control  architecture  to  maintain 
stability and transparency in the tele-operated system.  
This paper presents communication protocols to be used for 
a  tele-operated  procedure  and  the  combined  solutions 
developed to provide an interactive and efficient system for the 
medical expert to perform the tele-operated actions.  
 
Figure 2: General scheme of a robotic tele-echography system (from [22]) 
 
 
Figure 3: Transmission delays (round trip time) measured when using Inmarsat 
satellite link from (a) Bourges, France and  from (b) Limassol, Cyprus 
A  comparison  of  TCP  and  UDP  protocols  is  done  with 
reference  to  telecommunication  link  characteristics  such  as 
variable  time  delay,  bandwidth  and  reliability,  which  are  of 
great importance to carry out a tele-operated telemedicine task.  
The  protocol  choice  and  the  network  will  impact  the 
development  of  the  bilateral  control  architecture  needed  to 
ensure: the transparency of the system, i.e. the force exerted by 
the  robot  on  the  patient’s  body  should  be  equivalent  to  the 
force fed back to the expert, and the trajectory accuracy of the 
medical gesture, whatever the transmission delays. Designing a 
GUI will allow the expert to compare the orientation of the 
fictive probe with respect to that of the ultrasound probe. This 
functionality  offers  reassurance  to  the  specialist  about  the 
ultrasound  image  analysis  taking  into  account  the 
communication delays.   
IV.  BILATERAL CONTROL ARCHITECTURE 
In order to preserve the stability and transparency of the 
system,  we  developed  and  compared  two  bilateral  control 
architectures. The system is transparent under two conditions: 
the robot end effector holding the real probe reproduces the 
same  orientations  as  the  one  generated  by  the  expert 
manipulating  the  haptic  probe  (fictive  probe)  and  the  force 
rendered by the haptic probe of the expert is the same as the 
force exerted by the probe on the patient's body. 
A.  Wave variables architecture 
Keeping  in  mind  the  objectives  of  stability  and 
transparency in the tele-operated system, we used a modified 
passive  bilateral  control  architecture  (position/  force)  added 
with  a  specific  controller  on  the  slave  side,  based  on  the 
(velocity/force)  formalism  of  wave  variables  introduced  by 
Niemeyer and Slotine [23]. This architecture is referred to as 
passive as it has no internal energy generation and was used as 
reference architecture in this work. This ensures the stability  
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Figure 4: Scheme of the wave variables architecture 
of the system regardless of the values of time delays caused by 
communication links. This architecture is composed of three 
blocks (Fig. 4). The expert site comprises the operator whose 
force action is represented by Fh, the model of the haptic probe 
M(s)  which  enables  the  remote  control  of  the  robot’s 
orientations, the master controller CM(s) that provides the force 
feedback Fmc to the haptic probe from the measured delayed 
environment  force  Fed,  finally  the  incident  wave  generator 
constructs the incident wave um. The patient site consists of the 
slave robot S(s) interacting with the distant environment E(s), 
the  slave  controller  CS(s),  and  the  reflected  wave  generator. 
Using the incident waves us and the force of the environment, 
this generator provides the references in position xmd and the 
reflected  wave  vs.  The  communication  links  transmit  the 
incident and reflected waves between the expert site and the 
patient  site.  The  delays  inherent  to  communication  links 
between  the  two  sites  are  represented  by  T1  and  T2, 
respectively.  Figure  5  shows  the  internal  structure  of  the 
incident and reflected wave generators. These generators are 
bijective  operators  defining  u  and  v  waves  from  a  linear 
combination  of  the  position  x  and  the  force  f.  b  is  the 
characteristic  impedance  of  the  wave  variables  and  was 
intitialize to the mean value of the body’s stiffness as given in 
section  B.  The  force  Fed fed  back  to  the  operator  (i.e.  the 
medical  expert)  depends  on  the  time  delays,  the  received 
incident wave variable Us and the input position generated by 
the operator as follows: 
 
The  first  term  of  the  equation  (1)  allows  an  immediate 
rendering of the force back to the operator as soon as the tele-
operated task starts. The second term is a reflection produced 
upon the transformation of waves and must be filtered before 
entering the wave generator at the patient site. The last term 
contains the delayed contact force between the robot and the 
environment. The simulation results show the position of the 
robot’s end effector with respect to the input position xm of the 
haptic  probe.  xs  represents  a  sinusoidal  displacement  of  the 
ultrasound probe in contact with the patient’s body (Fig. 6); xs 
signal is delayed by a delay time variable T1 (0.7s). We can 
note a conservation of the amplitude and frequency of the input 
position.  Figure  7  shows  the  anticipated  force  feedback  Fed 
rendered to the expert in comparison to the force Fe generated 
by the robot’s end effector on the patient's body. 
 
Figure 5: Internal architecture of the two wave generators 
 
Figure 6: Comparison between the input position xm and the signal xs received 
by the robot’s end effector using the wave variables architecture 
 
Figure 7: Comparison between the force Fe generated by the robot’s end 
effector in contact with the environment and the force Fed fed back at the expert 
site using the wave variables architecture 
In this case, it was considered a constant patient breathing 
period  of  4.8  seconds.  The  results  validate  the  anticipative 
ability of this architecture to ensure the transparency property 
of the tele-operated system even for long time varying delays. 
B.  Stiffness control architecture 
The second bilateral control architecture proposed is based 
on the stiffness control (Fig. 8). This architecture is based on 
the theory of internal model control. The expert site uses the 
patient site model (i.e. robot and environment systems) and the 
haptic  probe  position  to  obtain  an  estimate  of  the  robot's 
behavior, anticipated with respect to the reference of the expert 
time. In addition, the stiffness of the patient’s body, with which 
the robot is in contact, is measured and adjusted with respect to 
the “expert time” reference. The position and stiffness adjusted 
to the time reference of the expert allow the reconstruction of 
the force feedback. The measured compliance Kmes(t) of the 
patient’s body received at expert, given by equation 2, has an 
average  stiffness  Kmoy.  A  sinusoidal  signal  is  added  to 
represent the patient's breathing pattern. 
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Figure 8: Scheme of the stiffness control architecture 
This model is a first approximation of the real phenomenon, 
including  breathing,  which  is  generally  more  difficult  to 
characterize than by using a simple sine function. However, it 
is justified by the fact that our approach is robust as it uses an 
internal model. In addition, for Kmoy, we consider primarily 
the stiffness of the abdomen in humans, known to be relatively 
homogeneous (450 N/m + ou – 50 N/m)[24][25]. Hence, four 
parameters allow a full identification of the measured stiffness 
Kmes; Kmoy, Amp, T and Φ: the average stiffness, the breathing 
amplitude,  the  breathing  period  and  its  phase,  respectively. 
Kmes(t) is reconstructed and referenced to the expert time and 
in real time, providing an estimate of the current stiffness Kest. 
The time delays are known as they are evaluated also in real 
time hence avoiding a possible instability. The four parameters 
identification was carried out using basic calculation methods 
in order to validate the concept. However, to refine the results, 
the  Levenberg-Marquardt  algorithm  was  used  [26].  This 
minimization  numerical  algorithm  works  as  an  iterative 
procedure to minimize a criterion J (Equation (3)). In this case, 
the criterion J represents the square of the difference between 
the measured stiffness Kmes and estimated stiffness Kest. 
 
The force feedback Fmcf received by the expert is calculated 
using the estimated stiffness Kest and the robot position shifted 
with  respect  to  the  expert  time  reference  (fig.  9).  The 
simulation results show the conservation of the amplitude and 
frequency of the reference position xm sent by the expert, and 
reproduced  by  the  robot  on  the  patient's  body,  where  xs 
represents a sinusoidal movement of the ultrasound probe in 
contact with the patient’s body (Fig. 10). As in the previous 
architecture, these signals are delayed by a variable delay time 
T1 (mean 0.7s).  
Considering  a  patient  with  a  breathing  period  of  4.8 
seconds, a breathing amplitude of 100N/m, a breathing phase 
of  0.52  rd  and  a  Kmoy  of  440N/m,  figure  11  shows  the 
anticipated  force  feedback  Fmcf  compared  with  the  force  Fe 
generated  by  the  robot  on  the  patient's  body.  This  result 
demonstrates the good transparency provided by the proposed 
architecture. The results show that overall the two approaches 
anticipate  the  contact  force  between  the  robot  and  its 
environment,  and  thus  satisfy  the  notion  of  transparency. 
However, we note that there are errors in amplitude in both 
cases of less than 15%, more pronounced in the case of wave 
variables. Figure 12 illustrates these errors between the input 
force sent from the robot and the forces rendered at the expert 
for each of the developed architectures (Fig. 12). 
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Figure 9: detail of the proposed internal model  
 
Figure 10: Comparison between the input reference position xm and the signal xs 
received by the robot using the stiffness control architecture 
 
Figure 11: Comparison between the input force Fe generated by the robot 
and  the  force  feedback  Fmcf  at  the  expert  site  using  the  stiffness  control 
architecture 
V.  THE GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE AND VIRTUAL PROBES 
When  using  communication  links  with  variable  long  time 
delays,  the  medical  specialists  will  always  receives  the 
patient’s ultrasound images with a time lag T2 with respect to 
the current position of the haptic probe they are manipulating. 
To provide the medical expert with a full rendering of the force 
feedback, it is very important that the expert knows exactly the 
position of the haptic probe in relation to the position of the 
robot’s end-effector corresponding to echography images being 
received. In order to compensate for the time lag and improve 
the  haptic  rendering  of  the  remote  environment,  the  control 
architecture developed in the previous section is complemented 
with  a  dedicated  graphic  user  interface  (GUI)  including  a 
virtual probe. In this section, we present a joint 3-D model of 
the haptic probe and of the robot’s end-effector, representing 
their respective orientations in a unique GUI in order to help 
the expert to perform his remote medical act with the best  
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Figure 12: Comparison between the errors of the force feedback ∆F WV (wave 
variables architecture - green dotted line) and ∆F SC (stiffness control 
architecture – blue dotted line) 
rendering of the distal interactions between the robot and the 
patient. The 3D model was built with Blender, an open source 
software used to design objects and 3-D animations; the GUI 
was developed using Qt, an open source software developed by 
Nokia company and designed for developing GUI. Within the 
GUI, the virtual probe and the virtual robot’s end-effector, are 
orientated, in real time, thanks to the orientations data provided 
by  the  robotic  Prosit;  orientations  are  given  with  respect  to 
Euler angles frame. 
A.  Virtual haptic probe 
The virtual haptic probe consists of three parts: the mobile 
element held by the medical expert, the end-tip of the probe 
representing  the  ultrasound  sensor  capturing  the  ultrasound 
images and one element joining the two previous ones. The 
blender is used to design the surface elements of the virtual 
probe.  The  final  result  of  the  virtual  probe  is  showed  in 
Fig.13a and b. 
B.  Comparison with the robot’s end-effector position 
A  model  of  the  robot’s  end-effector  holding  the  real 
ultrasound probe has also been designed using Blender. This 
second virtual model is added in the GUI to the virtual haptic 
probe model. The virtual haptic and the end-effector models 
orientations are extracted and displayed on the GUI, in real 
time, from data provided by the real haptic probe localization 
sensors  and  the  robot’s  end-effector  proprioceptive  sensors, 
respectively. Figure 13 presents the GUI display of the two 
virtual probes 3-D models in their initial position (Fig 13a) 
and  during  the  tele-echography  act  when  positions  are  not 
synchronized  due  to  the  time  lag  generated  by  the 
communication link (Fig. 13b). This display is included in the 
general GUI dedicated to the medical expert. 
 
(a)       (b) 
Figure 13: comparison between the virtual haptic probe (front purple model) 
and virtual end-effector (black model) position (a) initial position (b) during 
the tele-echography act under long time delay 
 
a      b   
Figure 14: Zoom on the graphic user interface (a) the virtual haptic probe and 
robot’s  end-effector  orientations  difference,  (b)  the  2-D  ultrasound  image 
received at the expert site  
 
C.  The Graphic User Interface (GUI) 
The GUI developed for the ANR-Prosit is divided in two sub-
screens: one for the technical part, which allows an engineer to 
set and to evaluate the various status of the local and remote 
systems  such  as  connection  protocols,  tele-operated  modes, 
proprioceptive  sensors,  data  loss,  this  part  is  not  presented 
here;  the  second  GUI  display  is  dedicated  to  the  medical 
experts and help them to make a diagnosis when performing 
the tele-consultation. The so-called medical GUI is composed 
of  three  parts:  the  dynamic  2-D  ultrasound  image,  a 
reconstructed 3D ultrasound image available post consultation, 
and  the  virtual  probes  display  discussed  in  the  previous 
section. Figure 14 represents a zoom of the medical GUI.   
VI.  CONCLUSION 
The GUI improves the tele-operated act of the medical expert 
and offers in combination with the haptic input device a better 
rendering of the distal interactions between the robot and its 
environment (i.e. the patient). Simulation results validate the 
transparency quality provided by the two architectures for the 
tele-operated system; they provide the expert a force feedback 
equal  to  the  force  exerted  by  the  robot.  That  is,  the  two 
architectures  minimize  the  negative  effects  of  variable 
transmission delays on the transparency of the system. It is 
necessary  to  validate  experimentally  the  two  control 
architectures will be shortly validated on the tele-echography 
platform via Inmarsat satellite link. 
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THE CODE OF GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE
b.1 the code for the handling of the probe haptic
void usgqtgui::newProbePos()
{
/*** CHOOSE THE COMAND MODE ***/
/******************************/
if(modeControl) // Chiccoli Marco
{
haptiqueProbePos[0] += (ui->verticalSliderWx->value())*(
double)period/(1000*5);
haptiqueProbePos[1] += (ui->verticalSliderWy->value())*(
double)period/(1000*5);
haptiqueProbePos[2] += (ui->verticalSliderWz->value())*(
double)period/(1000*5);
}
else //Chiccoli Marco
{
// set the matrix size and init the value to 0
AngleEulerZXZ.resize(3);
AngleEulerZYZ.resize(3);
mutexDonnees.lock(); //protection the write
//try to init the value read how to Z-X-Z euler
angles
AngleEulerZXZ[0]=CurrentHaptEulerPos[0]; //alpha
AngleEulerZXZ[1]=CurrentHaptEulerPos[1]; //beta
AngleEulerZXZ[2]=CurrentHaptEulerPos[2]; //gamma
mutexDonnees.unlock();
//define the rotation matrix
vpMatrix rotatZ1;
vpMatrix rotatX;
vpMatrix rotatZ2;
vpMatrix TransfMatrix;
rotatZ1.eye(4,4);
rotatX.eye(4,4);
rotatZ2.eye(4,4);
TransfMatrix.eye(4,4);
//calculate the three rotation matrix
//rotation Z
8586 the code of graphic user interface
rotatZ1[0][0]=cos(AngleEulerZXZ[0]);
rotatZ1[1][0]=-sin(AngleEulerZXZ[0]);
rotatZ1[0][1]=sin(AngleEulerZXZ[0]);
rotatZ1[1][1]=cos(AngleEulerZXZ[0]);
//rotation X
rotatX[1][1]=cos(AngleEulerZXZ[1]);
rotatX[2][1]=-sin(AngleEulerZXZ[1]);
rotatX[1][2]=sin(AngleEulerZXZ[1]);
rotatX[2][2]=cos(AngleEulerZXZ[1]);
//rotation Z
rotatZ2[0][0]=cos(AngleEulerZXZ[2]);
rotatZ2[1][0]=-sin(AngleEulerZXZ[2]);
rotatZ2[0][1]=sin(AngleEulerZXZ[2]);
rotatZ2[1][1]=cos(AngleEulerZXZ[2]);
//calculate the transformated matrix
TransfMatrix=rotatZ1*rotatX*rotatZ2;
/*** ALGORITMH TO HAVE THE THREE ANGLE Z-Y-Z ***/
/*** It use note geometric rules ***************/
if(TransfMatrix[2][0] || TransfMatrix[2][1])
{
AngleEulerZYZ[0]=atan2(TransfMatrix[1][2],
TransfMatrix[0][2]); //phi
AngleEulerZYZ[1]=acos(TransfMatrix[2][2]);
//theta
AngleEulerZYZ[2]=atan2(TransfMatrix[2][1],-
TransfMatrix[2][0]); //gamma
}
else //there are infinity solutions; it choose one
solution
{
if(TransfMatrix[0][0]>0 && TransfMatrix[1][0]>0)
quadrant=1;
else if(TransfMatrix[0][0]<0 && TransfMatrix
[1][0]>0)
quadrant=2;
else if(TransfMatrix[0][0]<0 && TransfMatrix
[1][0]<0)
quadrant=3;
else quadrant=4;
angle=acos(TransfMatrix[0][0]); //solve the cos(x
)
//std::cout << "Angle1: "<< angle << std::endl;
if(quadrant==3 || quadrant==4) //add o sub the
value according to quadrant
angle=2*PI_GRECO-angle;B.1 the code for the handling of the probe haptic 87
AngleEulerZYZ[0]=angle/2;
AngleEulerZYZ[1]=0;
AngleEulerZYZ[2]=angle/2;
//std::cout << " The AngleEulerZYZ in the line is
(other solution): "<< AngleEulerZYZ.t() <<
std::endl;
}
/********************************/
/********************************/
//calculate the haptic probe final position
vpRzyzVector haptiqueProbe;
haptiqueProbe[0] = AngleEulerZYZ[0];
haptiqueProbe[1] = AngleEulerZYZ[1];
haptiqueProbe[2] = AngleEulerZYZ[2];
//return directly position of end-effector because
the parameter is a variable pointed
vpThetaUVector TU(haptiqueProbe);
/* Change the referement with the rotation matrix */
/**************************************************/
//define the angle rotation
double angleX1=-90.0;
double angleY1=90.0;
//ausiliar vector
vpColVector XYZ2;
vpColVector XYZ3;
XYZ2.resize(4);
XYZ3.resize(4);
//init values
XYZ2[0]= TU[0];
XYZ2[1]= TU[1];
XYZ2[2]= TU[2];
//define the rotation matrix
//vpMatrix rotatZ;
vpMatrix rotatYY;
vpMatrix rotatXX;
vpMatrix Transformation2;
vpMatrix Transformation3;
//rotatZ.eye(4,4);
rotatYY.eye(4,4);
rotatXX.eye(4,4);
Transformation2.eye(4,4);
Transformation3.eye(4,4);88 the code of graphic user interface
//calculate the three rotation matrix
//rotation Z
//rotatZ[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ[0]));
//rotatZ[1][0] = -sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ[0]));
//rotatZ[0][1] = sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ[0]));
//rotatZ[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ[0]));
//rotation Y
rotatYY[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleY1));
rotatYY[2][0] = sin(vpMath::rad(angleY1));
rotatYY[0][2] = -sin(vpMath::rad(angleY1));
rotatYY[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleY1));
//rotation X
rotatXX[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleX1));
rotatXX[2][1] = -sin(vpMath::rad(angleX1));
rotatXX[1][2] = sin(vpMath::rad(angleX1));
rotatXX[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleX1));
//calculate the transform matrix to change the
coordinates in the new referement
Transformation2 = rotatXX * rotatYY;
//calculate the transform matrix to change t in the
new referement (remember T^-1=T^t)
Transformation3=(Transformation2.t());
//calculate the coordinate in the new system
XYZ3 = Transformation3 * XYZ2;
//print the value
//std::cout << " The NeWCoordinate in the line is:
"<< XYZ3.t() << std::endl;
/****************************************/
/****************************************/
//calculate the haptic probe final position
haptiqueProbePos[0] = vpMath::deg(XYZ3[0]);
haptiqueProbePos[1] = vpMath::deg(XYZ3[1]);
haptiqueProbePos[2] = vpMath::deg(XYZ3[2]);
std::cout << "haptique pos : " << haptiqueProbePos.t
() <<std::endl;
}
vpMatrix rotationX;
vpMatrix rotationY;
vpMatrix rotationZ;
vpMatrix rotRez;B.2 the code for the handling of the end-effector 89
rotationX.eye(4,4);
rotationY.eye(4,4);
rotationZ.eye(4,4);
rotRez.eye(4,4);
rotationZ[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[2]));
rotationZ[1][0] = -sin(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[2]));
rotationZ[0][1] = sin(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[2]));
rotationZ[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[2]));
rotationY[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[1]));
rotationY[2][0] = sin(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[1]));
rotationY[0][2] = -sin(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[1]));
rotationY[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[1]));
rotationX[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[0]));
rotationX[2][1] = -sin(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[0]));
rotationX[1][2] = sin(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[0]));
rotationX[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(haptiqueProbePos[0]));
rotRez = rotationX * rotationY * rotationZ;
for(int i=0; i<4; i++)
{
for(int j=0; j<4; j++)
{
//vtk_oMprobe_obj2->Element[i][j]=rotationX->GetElement
(i,j);
vtk_oMprobe_obj2->Element[i][j]=rotRez[i][j];
}
}
probe_obj_transform2->SetMatrix(vtk_oMprobe_obj2); //
initialize position transformation for probe CAD model
probeActor2->SetUserTransform(probe_obj_transform2);
renWin->Render();
}
}

b.2 the code for the handling of the end-effector
void usgqtgui::affichageEffecteurPosition() //program similar to
the code for the probe
{
if(ui->actionRobot->isChecked()){
// set the matrix size and init the value to 0
AngleEulerZXZ1.resize(3);
AngleEulerZYZ1.resize(3);90 the code of graphic user interface
mutexDonnees.lock();//protection the write
//try to init the value read how to Z-X-Z euler
angles
AngleEulerZXZ1[0]=CurrentEulerPos[0]; //alpha
AngleEulerZXZ1[1]=CurrentEulerPos[1]; //beta
AngleEulerZXZ1[2]=CurrentEulerPos[2]; //gamma
mutexDonnees.unlock();
std::cout << "AngleEulerZXZ1 : " << AngleEulerZXZ1.
t() << std::endl;
//define the rotation matrix
vpMatrix rotatZZ1;
vpMatrix rotatXX;
vpMatrix rotatZZ2;
vpMatrix TransfMatrix;
rotatZZ1.eye(4,4);
rotatXX.eye(4,4);
rotatZZ2.eye(4,4);
TransfMatrix.eye(4,4);
//calculate the three rotation matrix
//rotation Z
rotatZZ1[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[0])
);
rotatZZ1[1][0] = -sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1
[0]));
rotatZZ1[0][1] = sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[0])
);
rotatZZ1[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[0])
);
//rotation X
rotatXX[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[1]))
;
rotatXX[2][1] = -sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[1])
);
rotatXX[1][2] = sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[1]))
;
rotatXX[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[1]))
;
//rotation Z
rotatZZ2[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[2])
);
rotatZZ2[1][0] = -sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1
[2]));
rotatZZ2[0][1] = sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[2])
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rotatZZ2[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ1[2])
);
//calculate the transformated matrix
TransfMatrix=rotatZZ1*rotatXX*rotatZZ2;
/*** ALGORITMH TO HAVE THE THREE ANGLE Z-Y-Z ***/
/*** It use note geometric rules ***************/
if(TransfMatrix[2][0] || TransfMatrix[2][1])
{
AngleEulerZYZ1[0]=atan2(TransfMatrix[1][2],
TransfMatrix[0][2]); //phi
AngleEulerZYZ1[1]=acos(TransfMatrix[2][2]);
//theta
AngleEulerZYZ1[2]=atan2(TransfMatrix[2][1],-
TransfMatrix[2][0]); //gamma
}
else //there are infinity solutions; it choose one
solution
{
if(TransfMatrix[0][0]>0 && TransfMatrix
[1][0]>0)
quadrant1=1;
else if(TransfMatrix[0][0]<0 && TransfMatrix
[1][0]>0)
quadrant1=2;
else if(TransfMatrix[0][0]<0 && TransfMatrix
[1][0]<0)
quadrant1=3;
else quadrant1=4;
angle1=acos(TransfMatrix[0][0]); //solve the
cos(x)
std::cout << "Angle1: "<< angle1 << std::endl;
if(quadrant1==3 || quadrant1==4)//add o sub the
value according to quadrant
angle1=2*PI_GRECO-angle1;
// std::cout << " Quadrant1: "<< quadrant1 <<
std::endl;
AngleEulerZYZ1[0]=angle1/2;
AngleEulerZYZ1[1]=0;
AngleEulerZYZ1[2]=angle1/2;
}
/********************************/
/********************************/92 the code of graphic user interface
//calculate the haptic probe final position
vpRzyzVector EndEffector;
EndEffector[0] = AngleEulerZYZ1[0];
EndEffector[1] = AngleEulerZYZ1[1];
EndEffector[2] = AngleEulerZYZ1[2];
//std::cout << " The EndEffector in the line is:
"<< EndEffector.t() << std::endl;
//return directly position of end-effector because
the parameter is a variable pointed
vpThetaUVector TU1(EndEffector);
//std::cout << " The element in the line is: "<<
TU1.t() << std::endl;
/* Change the referement with the rotation matrix */
/**************************************************/
//define the angle rotation
double angleX=-90;
double angleY=90;
//ausiliar vector
vpColVector XYZ;
vpColVector XYZ1;
XYZ.resize(4);
XYZ1.resize(4);
//init values
XYZ[0]= TU1[0];
XYZ[1]= TU1[1];
XYZ[2]= TU1[2];
//define the rotation matrix
//vpMatrix rotatZ;
vpMatrix rotatY;
vpMatrix rotatX;
vpMatrix Transformation;
vpMatrix Transformation1;
//rotatZ.eye(4,4);
rotatY.eye(4,4);
rotatX.eye(4,4);
Transformation.eye(4,4);
Transformation1.eye(4,4);
//calculate the three rotation matrix
//rotation Z
//rotatZ[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ[0]));
//rotatZ[1][0] = -sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ[0]));
//rotatZ[0][1] = sin(vpMath::rad(AngleEulerZXZ[0]));
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//rotation Y
rotatY[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleY));
rotatY[2][0] = sin(vpMath::rad(angleY));
rotatY[0][2] = -sin(vpMath::rad(angleY));
rotatY[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleY));
//rotation X
rotatX[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleX));
rotatX[2][1] = -sin(vpMath::rad(angleX));
rotatX[1][2] = sin(vpMath::rad(angleX));
rotatX[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(angleX));
//calculate the transform matrix to change the
coordinates in the new referement
Transformation = rotatX * rotatY;
//calculate the transform matrix to change t in the
new referement (remember T^-1=T^t)
Transformation1=(Transformation.t());
//calculate the coordinate in the new system
XYZ1 = Transformation1 * XYZ;
//print the value
//std::cout << " The NeWCoordinate in the line is:
"<< XYZ1.t() << std::endl;
/********************************/
/********************************/
//calculate the haptic probe final position
EndEffector[0] = vpMath::deg(XYZ1[0]);
EndEffector[1] = vpMath::deg(XYZ1[1]);
EndEffector[2] = vpMath::deg(XYZ1[2]);
vpMatrix rotationXX;
vpMatrix rotationYY;
vpMatrix rotationZZ;
vpMatrix rotRez1;
rotationXX.eye(4,4);
rotationYY.eye(4,4);
rotationZZ.eye(4,4);
rotRez1.eye(4,4);
rotationZZ[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[2]));
rotationZZ[1][0] = -sin(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[2]));
rotationZZ[0][1] = sin(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[2]));
rotationZZ[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[2]));94 the code of graphic user interface
rotationYY[0][0] = cos(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[1]));
rotationYY[2][0] = sin(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[1]));
rotationYY[0][2] = -sin(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[1]));
rotationYY[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[1]));
rotationXX[1][1] = cos(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[0]));
rotationXX[2][1] = -sin(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[0]));
rotationXX[1][2] = sin(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[0]));
rotationXX[2][2] = cos(vpMath::rad(EndEffector[0]));
rotRez1 = rotationXX * rotationYY * rotationZZ;
for(int i=0; i<4; i++)
{
for(int j=0; j<4; j++)
{
//vtk_oMprobe_obj1->Element[i][j]=rotationX->
GetElement(i,j);
vtk_oMprobe_obj1->Element[i][j]=rotRez1[i][j];
}
}
probe_obj_transform1->SetMatrix(vtk_oMprobe_obj1); //
initialize position transformation for probe CAD model
probeActor1->SetUserTransform(probe_obj_transform1);
renWin->Render();
}
}
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